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ABSTRACT  
 

 
This master thesis describes the use of interaction design and continuous user-involvement 
throughout a software-development process. The purpose of the project was to develop a 
computer program that could satisfy the demands of the intended user group and function as their 
sole tool for the main task to be performed. The intended user group consisted of occupational 
therapists, physiotherapists and other professionals working with hand and arm related injuries. 
The program’s key function was to be a stand-alone tool for the creation of hand and arm 
rehabilitation programs for the patient.  
 
The project was initiated by Artronova (Uppsala) and Digitorum (Sundsvall), two Swedish 
companies within the field of hand rehabilitation. The need for a computer program was born 
because present means of creating rehabilitation programs were unsatisfying and obsolete. 
 
This thesis describes the whole design and development process – from initial sketches to fully 
operational Graphical User Interface (GUI). The initial activity was performing a user study 
where user data was gathered mainly from the two user representatives involved in the project 
and was analyzed to identify user needs and requirements. From these results, two distinctive 
design approaches were crafted: emulation of current workflow, and innovation of current 
workflow. 
 
The two design approaches were transformed into low-fidelity prototypes using Adobe Photoshop 
and different screen modes were printed unto paper pages. These paper models were used as an 
instrument for user testing, the two involved users would interact with the models walking 
through contextual scenarios consisting of tasks the program would need to support. The scenario 
walkthroughs were complimented by observations, questionnaires and semi-structured interviews. 
The results were analyzed and transformed into redesign and this iterative cycle of design-test-
evaluate-redesign was performed several times before the design team agreed that the prototype 
was satisfying.  
 
The satisfying prototype was transformed into functioning GUI using Microsoft Visual Studio 
C++ and the user-testing continued throughout the programming phase as well. Initially 
performed by the involved users and towards the end by selected outside users. 
 
The results obtained in this thesis suggest that continuously involving primary user 
representatives in a software design process increases the chances of creating software that can 
satisfy user demands. 
 

 



SAMMANFATTNING  
 

 
Detta examensarbete beskriver tillämpningen av interaktionsdesign och kontinuerlig 
användarmedverkan som metod under programvarans hela utvecklingsprocess. Syftet med 
projektet var att utveckla ett datorprogram som kunde tillfredsställa den tilltänkta 
användargruppens krav och fungera som deras ensamstående verktyg för huvuduppgiften. Den 
tilltänkta användargruppen bestod av arbetsterapeuter, sjukgymnaster och andra yrkeskategorier 
som arbetar med rehabilitering av hand- och armskador. Programmets huvuduppgift var att 
fungera som ett ensamstående verktyg för skapandet av träningsprogram till patienter med hand- 
och armskador. 
 
Projektet startades av Artronova (Uppsala) och Digitorum (Sundsvall), två svenska företag inom 
området handrehabilitering. Behovet av ett datorprogram uppkom eftersom befintliga hjälpmedel 
för att skapa träningsprogram var otillräckliga eller föråldrade. 
 
Denna rapport beskriver hela design- och utvecklingsprocessen – från tidiga skisser till ett fullt 
funktionellt grafiskt användargränssnitt (GUI). Projektet inleddes med en användarstudie där 
information om användaren samlades in, huvudsakligen från de två användare som var knutna till 
projektet. Informationen analyserades för att identifiera användarnas behov och krav, och från 
användarstudiens resultat formades två distinkta designstrategier: efterliknande av befintligt 
arbetssätt, och innovation av befintligt arbetssätt. 
 
De två designstrategierna omvandlades till låg-realism prototyper i Adobe Photoshop och olika 
skärmvyer skrevs ut på pappersark. Dessa pappersmodeller användes som instrument för 
användartest; de två involverade användarna fick interagera med modellerna och gå igenom 
verklighetsbaserade scenarion som bestod av uppgifter det färdiga programmet skulle behöva 
stödja. Dessa scenariogenomföranden kompletterades av observationer, frågeformulär och 
semistrukturerade intervjuer. Resultaten analyserades och omvandlades till omdesign och detta 
iterativa arbetssätt med design-test-utvärdering-omdesign utfördes ett flertal gånger tills dess att 
design-teamet kunde enas om en godkänd prototyp. 
 
Denna prototyp förvandlades till ett fungerande GUI med hjälp av Microsoft Visual Studio C++ 
och användartesten fortsatte även under programmeringsfasen. Ursprungligen utfördes testen av 
de två involverade användarna men mot slutet testades GUI:t av utomstående användare. 
 
De resultat som uppnåtts i detta examensarbete antyder att kontinuerlig medverkan från 
programvarans potentiella primäranvändare under hela utvecklingsprocessen ökar chanserna för 
att skapa en programvara som kan tillgodose användarens behov.  
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1 – INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter aims to provide insight into the subject handled in this thesis as well as the thesis 
itself. It begins with a brief introduction followed by the purpose of the thesis and an explanation 
of demarcations. Section three aims to clarify the targeted reader group and the final section 
offers overview of thesis structure.  

 
 
Introducing a product with the ambition to simplify someone’s everyday work is difficult because 
the person developing the product is often not the same person who will use it every day. By 
realizing this problem we acknowledge that in order to create a successful product, the designer 
must understand who the user of the product is and what she will use it for. In user-centered 
design we take this understanding a step further by actually involving the person who will use the 
product everyday, “the end user”, in the design process. After all, what product could be more 
satisfying to use than one you have designed yourself? Cooper et al. (2003, p. 5) states: 
 

If achieving the user’s goals is the basis of our design process, the user will be satisfied 
and happy. If the user is happy, he will gladly pay us money (and recommend that others 
do the same), and then we will be successful as a business. 

 
By bringing an end user into the design process we are presented with a new responsibility 
towards her: we must listen to our end user and make use of her knowledge. We are also 
presented new responsibility towards all end users: we must respect user input but never neglect 
our own expertise as system designers, whether it’s our aesthetical knowledge or programming 
skills. To analyze user input and user behavior we use interaction design, an academic discipline 
with one foot in human behavioral psychology and the other one in technological knowledge. By 
involving the user in the actual designing we apply a user-centered approach to our system 
development process. 
 
1.1  Purpose and Research question 
The purpose of this project was to develop a computer program that could satisfy the demands of 
the intended user group and function as their sole tool for the main task to be performed. The 
intended user group consists of occupational therapists, physiotherapists and other professionals 
working with hand and arm related injuries and the program’s key function is to be a stand-alone 
tool for the creation of hand and arm rehabilitation programs for the patient. The method used in 
this thesis was interaction design with continuous user involvement throughout the entire design 
process. The thesis shall provide an answer to this question: 
 
How does continuous user involvement affect the software design process and its outcome? 
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1.2  Demarcations 
This thesis is based on the software development process and ends with the release of the 
software to the market. User satisfaction from interacting with the application has therefore not 
been measured in its true context; in the actual workplaces after months of using the software. 
The thesis focuses on iterative design work through user involvement and therefore, despite that 
the project’s major physical activity has been programming, no documentation of the actual 
programming is included in this thesis. The reason for this is that specific code-solutions are 
irrelevant to the thesis except for when they directly affected the design. Design-changing code-
solutions are handled in the thesis with emphasis on what design-change they provoked, not the 
code-oriented explanation as to why. 
 
1.3  Targeted readers 
This thesis targets college or university students and other readers with some higher academic 
background who are interested in user-centered design and interaction design. Also, naturally, the 
target group includes the project initiators. It is written with the ambition that the reader should be 
able to understand the content without need for external references such as the references stated at 
the end of the thesis. 
  
1.4  Overview 
The structure of this thesis follows common standards with a few exceptions. The background has 
been divided into “Project background” and “Theoretical background” with the intention to cover 
all fundamental theory behind the thesis in a separate chapter and the desire to make theory-
connected explanations throughout the thesis shorter and less damaging to the context. 
Furthermore, because the physical work covered in the thesis follows an iterative cycle and each 
iteration has its own Introduction, Purpose, Method, Discussion and Conclusions, every iteration 
has been given an own primary section. This was done to ease the reader’s search for a specific 
stage of work in the many iterations. Chapter eight; Conclusions, is brief and shall answer the 
research question issued as well as elicit key findings relevant to the thesis and its purpose. 
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2 – PROJECT BACKGROUND 
 
This chapter describes the project the thesis is based on. It begins with an historic approach 
aimed to explain the need for the project and introduce the project initiators followed by a brief 
explanation of what the final product is required to do. 

 
 
2.1  Background 
When an injured patient has been examined and diagnosed, an occupational therapist or 
physiotherapist, from now on collectively called the caregiver, will create a training program with 
a set of exercises selected to rehabilitate the particular injury. The exercises are illustrated by text 
or picture, often both, and describe the correct training movement. There is no standardized 
archive of such illustrations or texts so the caregiver will have to search for representative 
pictures and injury-specific texts in medical handbooks, magazines and in latter days, the internet. 
She will then apply her own knowledge and experience to design the rehabilitation program to 
meet the specific patient’s needs. 
 
One negative aspect of this work process is that it is very time-consuming and error-prone. It 
involves a variety of technical aids such as copy machines, scissors and glue. The other drawback 
is that it is impossible to get consistency when copying from different sources. While one image 
may be an artist illustration, the next may very well be a badly represented, scanned photo. There 
exists a few computer programs designed to create rehabilitation programs but there is no 
program specific for hand and arm related injuries. User studies have also shown that many are 
displeased to a lesser or greater extent with the existing programs. Due to legal matters and 
discretion, none of the existing programs will be mentioned by name. 
 
2.2  Project initiators 
Two persons who have worked in the field of occupational therapy for over 30 years are the 
CEOs of the two Swedish companies Artronova (Uppsala) and Digitorum (Sundsvall). 
Artronova and Digitorum are the project initiators. 
Initially another company was approached with the idea of creating a computer program focused 
entirely on rehabilitating hand and arm injuries. The idea was to use user input in the 
development so that current user dissatisfaction could be eliminated. Also there was a desire to 
supply new, improved graphical illustrations and explanatory texts, including a larger selection of 
exercises for hand and arm related injuries which many users felt were underrepresented in the 
existing programs. The collaboration was not realized and the project lay dormant for several 
years until I was contacted in November 2005. There was a request from the project initiators’ 
side to have say in the design process and there was an ambition from my side to use user-
centered design. 
 
2.3  Product specifications 
At the very first meeting, the project initiators were asked about their visions for the software and 
they were asked to summarize all their desires whether it was specific tools, general security 
matters or functions they did not want in the software. These opinions were compiled into a set of 
initial requirements for the application (more thoroughly explained in chapter five). For this 
program it was required to specify the responsibilities of the involved parts, one reason being 
legal matters (see Chapter 5).  
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2.3.1 Initial requirements 
The program shall provide an archive of suitable size containing exercises with clear and 
consequent illustrations and well-formulated instruction texts. It shall replace today’s 
dissatisfactory tools for creating training programs and ease the caregiver’s work. The program 
shall be Windows-based and designed for more languages than just Swedish. The pictures and 
certain instructional texts of the program shall not be possible to copy for other usages and it shall 
be made as hard as possible to use the program without a license.  
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3 – THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 
This chapter outlines the scientific framework of this thesis. It begins by explaining the 
fundamentals of Human-Computer Interaction, Interaction Design and User-Centered Design. 
Section four explains how and why we identify the potential users of our product and section five 
describes all essential aspects of how the design process is performed. The last two sections 
describe the concept of universal design and covers important design principles that need to be 
considered.

 
  
3.1  Human-computer interaction 
In order to explain interaction design one must start at the beginning; with the study of the 
interaction between man and machine. Early research within this field was carried out in the 
military and focused on how the physical attributes of a machine or system affected human 
performance (Dix et al., 2004). As technology evolved, one particular machine was becoming 
more and more dominating in the field of human-machine interaction: the computer. In the 1980s 
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) became an own research discipline (Dix et al., 2004). 
 
HCI practitioners strive to understand, design, construct and evaluate computer systems. Day by 
day the computer’s role in our everyday life is expanding and with this technical integration the 
importance for studying HCI becomes more and more obvious. The ACM Special Interest Group; 
the world’s oldest and largest educational and scientific computing society, have formulated a 
widely accepted definition of HCI: 
 

… a discipline concerned with the design, evaluation and implementation of interactive 
computing systems for human use and with the study of major phenomena surrounding 
them (ACM SIGCHI). 

 
Because interaction design has derived terminology from HCI, some terms need to be properly 
introduced before moving on to explaining interaction design: 
 

• The system – any technology involved whether it’s the classic computer workstation with 
a Windows desktop or a large-scale network system. The system may also include non-
computer parts, even humans. 

• The user – any human trying to accomplish something by using the technology. 
• The interaction – any direct or indirect communication between the user and the system. 
• The context – the environment where the interaction takes place. 
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3.2  Interaction design 
 

Information architecture and interaction design translate strategic objectives into a 
conceptual framework for the final user experience (Garrett, 2003). 

 
Interaction design means designing an interactive process and bringing usability into the design 
process. It means realizing that there is more to designing a successful interactive product than 
just equipping it with the necessary tools to perform the right tasks. Preece et al. (2002, p.6) 
describes interaction design as designing interactive products to support people in their everyday 
and working lives. 
 
Interaction design is a young, academic discipline still evolving. As seen in Figure 3.1, it is 
interdisciplinary and draws strength from a wide range of already established academic 
principles.  
 

 
 
Figure 3.1 – Overview of research, academic and technical fields relating to interaction design 
(Preece et al., 2002, p. 8). 
 
Interaction design can be broken down into four basic activities (Preece et al., 2002, p. 169): 
 

1. Identifying needs and establishing requirements 
2. Developing alternative designs 
3. Building interactive versions of the designs 
4. Evaluating designs 

 
Initially the activities are performed chronologically in this order but as soon as we have 
completed all four activities, the work enters a iterative cycle where we repeat the four basic 
activities over and over again, not necessarily in this order. 
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3.3  User-centered design 
 

User-centered design means working with your users all throughout the project. 
(Norman, 1998) 

 
User-centered design is both a design philosophy and a method. It is the philosophy of placing the 
person in focus instead of the “thing” and it is the method of focusing on the human factors that 
are involved in an interactive process. Whereas interaction design recognizes the importance of 
understanding the user and her goals, user-centered design focuses on the extent and form of the 
user’s involvement in the design process.  
 
When studying the history of user-centered design it is common to begin with Participatory 
Design. It is a strategy that emerged in the late 1960s in Scandinavia, born from the desire to 
communicate information about complex systems and pushed forward by the labor union 
movement who wanted workers to have more democratic control over changes in their work. It 
was a way of actively involving users in the system design process with intention to make them 
equal partners of the design team, working alongside the system designers (Preece et al., 2002, p. 
306). According to Andersen (1994) there are three models for user-designer collaboration: 
 

• Expert-dominated – the designer performs the development basically without  
user interventions.  

• User-managed – the users themselves take on the role as system developers. 
• Mutual collaboration – designers and users collaborate throughout the whole 

development process. 
 
We have already emphasized the dangers of the first model but what about the user-managed 
approach? Surely a product developed by the user for the user will make the user happy and result 
in a successful system? Well, first of all, let’s not forget that the term user is a broad concept 
meaning the best possible representative of the user group. Each actual user is a unique person 
and although a user or a group of users share many opinions with all potential end users, there is 
still a generalization being made. If we however believe we have found users perfectly 
representative for all system users we are presented a new problem: a user that is involved in a 
project for too long loses touch with the rest of the users (Preece et al., 2002, p. 281). In the worst 
case scenario one might even say that the user eventually becomes a designer. There is also the 
fundamental reason why user-managed system design is not very widely used (Cooper et al., 
2003): 
  

Users, although they might be able to articulate the problems with an interaction, are not 
often capable of visualizing the solutions to those problems. Design is a specialized skill, 
just like programming. Programmers would never ask users to help them with code; 
design problems should be treated no differently. 

 
In the mutual collaboration approach the individual circumstances decide the extent and form of 
user involvement. This project has used the mutual collaboration approach with continuous, not 
full-time, user involvement. 
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3.4  Identifying the user 
If the key to a successful interactive product is indeed, like stated in chapter one, making the user 
happy then the next natural question would be: How do we make the user happy? The answer to 
this question is: Knowing thy user (Cooper et al., 2003). To identify, learn about and eventually 
know and understand the user, we gather user data. 
 

Whatever the initial situation and whatever the aim for the project, the users’ needs, 
requirements, aspirations, and expectations have to be discussed, refined, clarified, and 
probably re-scoped (Preece et al., 2002, p. 201).  

 
There are two dimensions to gathering user data. First there is importance of understanding and 
involving the user, and second; the importance of providing the design team credibility and 
authority because design decisions can then be traced back to research results (Cooper et al. 2003, 
p. 40). 
 
The approach and techniques for gathering user data is decided by the unique project yet there is 
one aspect that shall always be considered: Are we improving something that already exists or are 
we designing something entirely new? User understanding is important for both scenarios but if 
we are improving something that already exists then the design team should also review existing 
solutions. Cooper et al. (2003, p. 44) explains: 
 

The design team, ideally, should engage in an informal, heuristic or expert review of both 
the current and competitive interfaces, comparing each against interaction and visual 
design principles. 

  
When gathering data we distinguish between quantitative and qualitative research (Cooper et al., 
2003; Preece et al. 2002). Quantitative research questions tell us how much and how many, and 
qualitative research questions tell us how and why in variable details. When we know what kind 
of answer we want we choose the appropriate technique for obtaining the right answers. 
 
3.4.1  Observing 
For observations it is important to know who, what, when and how to observe (Preece et al., p. 
359-373). Who is present? Is it one or several persons and what is their role in the interaction? 
Where are we observing? Are we in the test person’s natural environment or in a lab? What are 
we observing? Is it an entire interactive process or only key aspects? And finally; how do we 
observe? Is the user aware of our presence? Are we silent observers or do we take part in some 
way? 
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Think-Aloud 
Think-aloud/talk-aloud is a technique developed by Erikson and Simon (Erikson & Simon, 1985) 
for examining human problem-solving strategies. Think-aloud is a good complement to scenarios 
and observations because it helps the person in charge of the test understand the users motivation 
for what she does. A typical test person-test controller conversation using think aloud would 
transcribe something like this: 
 
Test person: I’m typing in the webpage address here (types). Then I press enter (presses enter). 
Man, the webpage is really crowded (observes). Alright, I was going to locate historical info 
about birds right? 
Test controller: Yes. 
Test person: Then I would click this link called History (clicks the button). 
 
An observation would have registered the clicks and the observer would have made some 
assumptions of what goes on in the user’s head but without the think-aloud technique, those 
thoughts would remain unuttered. In their paper, Goguen and Linde present pros and cons of talk-
aloud protocols: 
 

When an experimenter asks a person to solve a problem and talk aloud, then that person 
has to imagine an experimenter with certain desires, and try to provide what the 
experimenter wants. (Or the subject may be rebellious, and try to frustrate the imagined 
experimenter.) Thus, protocols are an unnatural discourse form, and moreover, are 
unnatural in ways that are difficult to specify (Goguen & Linde, 1993, p. 157). 

 
Referring to Erikson and Simon (1985) they state: 
 

There seem to be two main arguments for talk-aloud protocols: that they are possible, 
and that they work (Goguen & Linde, 1993, p. 156). 

 
3.4.2  Asking questions 
Interviews and questionnaires in particular may give us quantitative data but generally they are 
methods for obtaining qualitative data. For interviews there are generally three kinds: structured, 
semi-structured and unstructured (Preece et al. 2002). A structured interview is basically an oral 
questionnaire as it consists of prepared questions that require specific answers. 
 
Questionnaires 
The Questionnaire for User Interaction (QUIS), developed by the University of Maryland 
Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory is one of the most widely used questionnaires for 
evaluating interfaces (Preece et al. 2002; Shneiderman, 1998). QUIS consists of twelve parts that 
can be used in total or in parts: 
 

• System experience – i.e., time spent on this system 
• Past experience – i.e., experience with other systems 
• Overall user reactions 
• Screen design 
• Terminology and system information 
• Learning – i.e., to operate the system 
• System capabilities – i.e., the time it takes to perform operations 
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When designing a questionnaire the designer most determine what the measured data shall be 
used for and then choose the type of scale by which to measure the expressed data. There are a 
number of rating scales that can be used (Oppenheim, 1992) such as the Likert scales and 
Semantic differential scales: 
 

Likert scales are used for measuring opinions, attitudes and beliefs, often for evaluating 
user satisfaction with a product. A range of short statements referring to the features to be 
evaluated are gathered, i.e., “The icon for printing was easy to find”. Statements are 
equipped with the same numeral scale of the designer’s own choice and each response on 
the scale is equipped with a number or a short statement: 
 
The icon for printing was easy to find 
strongly                                        strongly 
  agree    agree   OK    disagree   disagree 
    [ ]         [ ]       [ ]         [ ]              [ ] 
 
Semantic differential scales are used to explore different tendencies of an opinion or 
attitude. Each attitude is given an adjective and its antonym and the user is asked to place 
a mark somewhere on the scale in between the two adjectives: 
 
For each pair of adjectives describing the homepage, place one checkmark that you feel 
best describe it: 
Clear           |_____|_____|_____|_____|_____|   Confusing 
Attractive    |_____|_____|_____|_____|_____|   Ugly 
Intriguing    |_____|_____|_____|_____|_____|   Dull 
Pleasing      |_____|_____|_____|_____|_____|    Annoying 
Helpful       |_____|_____|_____|_____|_____|    Unhelpful 

 
Unstructured interviews 
Unstructured interviews are often spontaneous conversations about a specific topic and don’t 
have prepared questions asked in a specific order. Both interviewer and interviewee can guide the 
interview but the interview should have an agenda or a goal to accomplish. In unstructured 
interviews it is important to choose the suitable recording method because they usually generate 
lots of unstructured data. 
 
Semi-structured interviews 
Semi-structured interviews have a more conversational nature than structured interviews and 
combine features from both structured and unstructured interviews as the questions can be both 
closed and open ones. The interviewer should base the interview on an interview guide to ensure 
that the same topics are discussed with each interviewee. 
 
3.4.3  User profile 
When we have collected quantitative and qualitative user data it helps to construct a user profile 
or a user persona. There are some misunderstandings as to the difference between the two mainly 
because both terms are used ambiguously and might not necessarily differ much from each other. 
Terminology-wise, a user profile is a less detailed user persona and a user persona is a more 
thoroughly narrated user profile. For example, we have interviewed ten persons of which nine 
were women, ages 20-25. The user profile would then state that our typical user is a woman age 
20-25 whereas the user persona would be a woman named Helen who is 23 years old. Cooper et 
al. (2003) refers to Constantine & Lockwood (2002): 
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One of the key elements that allow personas to be successful as user models is that they 
are personifications. 
 

The strength of user personas is that they allow the designer to engage empathically with the 
person he is designing for, but as effort is focused on vitalizing the user persona, the designer 
must not subdue to personal prejudice. Grudin and Pruitt (2003) exemplify:  
 

The tool of persona use forces one to decide precisely whom one is designing to support. 
Each persona has a gender, age, race, ethnic, family or cohabitation 
arrangement, and socio-economic background. This forces existing assumptions about 
users to the surface and provides an effective avenue for changing or countering them. 
One could populate an entire persona set with middle-aged white males, but it would be 
obvious that this is a mistake. 

 
3.4.4  Usability goals 
As mentioned earlier and illustrated in Figure 3.1, interaction design unites “hard knowledge” 
such as system development and design, with “soft knowledge” such as behavioral psychology. 
Because of this it is not sufficient to ask only: What does the user want from the program? but we 
must also ask: Why does she want that? While usability goals is the answer to the first question, 
user experience goals answers the latter.  
 
So far there has been much mentioning of the word usability but was is usability? According to 
The ISO 9241 Standard Part 11 – Guidance on usability (1998), usability is: 
 

The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals 
with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use. 

 
Computer programs, as well as other interactive products, are often the source of personal 
frustration and thus they must have low or none usability. Preece et al. (2002) offers a set of 
general usability goals for an interactive product: 
 

• Effectiveness – how good is the product at doing the work it is supposed to do? 
• Efficiency – how well does it support the users in carrying out their tasks? 
• Safety – does it prevent users from making critical errors and offer easy 

recovery? 
• Utility – does it offer required functionality for the tasks to be performed? 
• Learnability – is it easy to learn how to use the product? 
• Memorability – once learned, is it easy to remember how to use the product? 
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3.4.5  User experience goals 
With the continuous increase of interactive gadgets in our everyday life, the diversity of technical 
innovations has grown at an incredible rate and with this, the competition has tightened. 
Companies developing interactive products have learned, often the hard way, the importance of 
both offering good usability and stimulating the user experience. For example, how many would 
use Windows if it had no graphical shell and all commands had to be issued in a DOS prompt? It 
would not matter if it still contained all the popular features of today or even incredible features 
beyond our wildest dreams because without the Graphical User Interface (GUI) attracting us and 
showing us where to do what, the majority of us would never use it. This is where user experience 
goals like “Aesthetically pleasing”, “Entertaining” and “Fun” come in. 
 
While usability goals, because they rely on documented functional desires, can be seen as 
somewhat general, user experience goals can differ widely from one product to another and the 
interaction designer is presented with an important trade-off:  
 
Is it more important that the product is entertaining and fun to use or that it offers highest 
possible productivity? 
 
By understanding the user one can construct user experience goals and increase the chances of 
making the right decision in this trade-off. Preece et al. (2002, p.19) illustrates the relationship 
between usability goals and user experience goals with a circular model to emphasize the fact that 
usability goals, constituting the center of the model, are more clearly defined than user experience 
goals who are domiciled out of focus point in the outer circle: 
 

 
Figure 3.2 – Relation between usability goals and user experience goals (Preece et al., 2002, p. 19). 
 
Cooper et al. talks about eliminating excise and uses an example that can be used to describe the 
difference between usability goals and user experience goals as well: 
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When we drive to the office, we must open the garage door, get in, start the motor, back 
out, and close the garage door before we even begin the forward motion that will take us 
to our destination. All these actions are in support of the automobile rather than in 
support of getting to the destination (Cooper et al., 2003). 

 
While the usability goals of taking the car to work are saving time in the morning, arriving early 
to get the best parking space or getting twenty minutes of extra sleep each night to do a better job, 
the user experience goals may be having more time in the morning to have a cup of coffee and 
read the morning newspaper, listening to the favorite morning show on the car stereo or perhaps 
the satisfaction of driving a new car. 
 
Cooper et al.’s example also stresses the importance of not overlooking the user’s usability goals 
when designing a task, i.e., the car is simple a method of getting to work but the goal is getting to 
work. 
 
3.4.6  Context of use 
When we design an interactive product we are directing the interaction itself and therefore every 
detail affecting the user experience must be taken into consideration. For example, if you are 
designing an interactive device for an expedition to the North Pole it doesn’t matter if you’re a 
genius at designing an interactive process, if you cannot appreciate the difficulties of trying to hit 
small buttons with impressively pedagogic labels while wearing big gloves and trying to read 
from an ergonomically perfect display unit that is still covered by thick frost. Inadequate attention 
to users and their task context not only produces bad interfaces, it can put entire systems at risk 
(Card, 2004). 
 
Every product is developed for a specific context, broad or wide. It is developed for a group of 
users whose interactive experiences are affected not only by the product itself but also by 
personal characteristics, i.e., physical shape, technical skills, cultural background, social, political 
and economical factors, and by environmental factors (Maguire, 2001; Kerne, 2002). The ISO 
9421 standard (1997) defines context of use as: 
 

The Context of Use consists of the users, tasks and equipment (hardware, software and 
materials), and the physical and social environments in which a product is used. 

 
When designing, testing and evaluating a product, to maintain ecological validity in our strive for 
usability, we must ensure that we do not neglect the context of use. Millen (2000, p. 6) writes: 
 

…understanding the context of the user environment and interaction is 
increasingly recognized as a key to new product/service innovation and good 
product design. 

 
As the context of work changes, it changes the user’s motivation and behavior. For example; 
while a pop-up window asking you if you really want to exit without saving can be seen as 
helpful on a day when you have a lot of time, the same pop-up window can be experienced as an 
irritating intervention on a stressful day. The context needs to be examined in order to find needs 
and requirements hidden within it. 
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3.4.7  Stakeholder analysis 
To cover all aspects of a product’s usage and to identify all possible users and other importance 
persons who come in contact with, or influence it, we have to identify the stakeholders. By doing 
a stakeholder analysis we aim to ensure that different needs and perspectives are taken into 
account (Maguire, 2001). Different stakeholders interact to different extents with the product, 
Preece et al. (2002, p. 171) refers to Eason (1987) who has identified three categories of users 
based on their involvement: 
 

Primary users – Those likely to be frequent hands-on users of the system. 
Secondary users – Occasional users or those who use the system through an intermediary. 
Tertiary users – Those affected by the introduction of the system or who will influence its 
purchase. 

 
This categorization provides a basis for prioritizing among the needs of different stakeholders. 
 
In a design project however there usually exist stakeholders who do not match any of the above 
user groups because they are not users. Yet they influence the product or the design process, for 
example, the person who assumes responsibility for the project (the project commissioner), 
usually has his own set of interests in the project. They can be economical motives such as 
budgetary restrains or organizational requirements such as maintaining speed to achieve an 
advertised release date. These “peripheral stakeholders” should not be fitted into the above 
categories but I believe they should definitely be acknowledged. For example, how many primary 
or secondary users do you think stress the importance of prohibiting unlicensed use of a product? 
That kind of requirement may very well come from the project commissioner and therefore their 
influence on a design project, if any, should be admitted. 
 
3.4.8  Requirements 
As an interaction designer we aim to understand as much as possible about the users, the users’ 
work and the context of that work; we identify needs (Preece et al. 2002, p. 202). From these 
needs we want to form a set of requirements as a frame within which we can outline design 
approaches. In an article, Taylor (2000) investigated the causes of IT project failures by 
interviewing 38 IT professionals in the UK. On the question about which project stages caused 
failure, the interviewees answered “requirements definition” more than any other phase and for 
critical success factors the majority replied “clear, detailed requirements”. 
 
So why is it so difficult to identify and define requirements? According to Christel et al. (1992) 
the problem can be grouped into three reasons: 
 

1. Problems of scope – the requirements may address too little or too much information. 
2. Problems of understanding – problems within groups as well as between groups such as 

users and developers. 
3. Problems of volatility – the changing nature of requirements. 

 
Requirements may not only suffer from the above reasons, they may very well be failing due to 
project outside forces such as time plan and economical factors. This factor however is hard to 
anticipate and tackle unless stated early in the project. To avoid the other reasons we should make 
sure we have good user knowledge, a reasonable extent of user involvement and finally a good 
way of structuring our requirements. The first two issues have been discussed already but how do 
we structure our requirements? 
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In software engineering there are traditionally two types of requirements; functional and non-
functional. Preece et al. (2002, p. 206) while emphasizing that it is not an exhaustive list, offers a 
more exhaustive definition of the requirements to look for: 
 

Functional requirements – capture what the product should do. For example, one 
functional requirement for a smart fridge might be that it should be able to tell you when 
the butter tray is empty. 
Data requirements – capture rules for how the data shall be shown like type, volatility, 
size/amount, persistence and accuracy. 
Environmental requirements – refer to the context of use including environmental factors 
like lighting and noise, operational factors like the use of safety equipment that might 
limit the interaction, organizational factors like training and organization/system structure 
and technical factors like what kind of workstation the system will be used on. 
User requirements – capture the characteristics of the intended user group such as 
frequency of use. 
Usability requirements – capture the usability goals and associated measures for the 
particular product. 
 

The above is just one good example of requirements structuring, for example, there is no mention 
of user experience goals. If we are designing an interactive product for kids it might be safe to say 
that we also need a set of user experience requirements to determine how we should achieve goals 
as subjective and abstract as “entertaining” and “fun”. 
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3.5  The design process 
 

 
Figure 3.3 – The iterative design cycle 

 
 

Iterative design is a design methodology based on a cyclic process of prototyping, testing, 
analyzing, and refining work in progress (Wikipedia.org, 2006). 

 
Iterative design is not only used for refining the work in progress, it also elicits the philosophy 
that a product is never finished, not even when it is introduced to the market. By acknowledging 
that our work as designers or developers is never finished, the product release date becomes just 
another milestone in a series of events rather than a final goal closing in, causing stress and panic. 
 
For an entire project, such as software development, there are also lifecycle models that can be 
used to communicate the relations of different key activities within the entire development 
process. Widely accepted lifecycle models for software development include the waterfall model, 
the spiral model or the Rapid Actions Development model (Preece, et al., 2002, p. 182-195). The 
choice between these models or the invention of an entirely new one, is left to the design team 
and since the variations of lifecycle models to greater or lesser extent share the philosophy of the 
one illustrated in Figure 3.2, it is not sufficient for this thesis to examine them all. 
 
3.5.1  Conceptual model 
 

The most important thing to design is the user’s conceptual model. Everything else 
should be subordinated to making that model clear, obvious and substantial. That is 
almost exactly the opposite of how most software is designed (Liddle, 1996, p. 17). 

 
The idea of conceptual design is transforming our sets of user needs and requirements into a 
conceptual model. 
 

By a conceptual model is meant: a description of the proposed system in terms of a set of 
integrated ideas and concepts about what it should do, behave and look like, that will be 
understandable by the users in the manner intended (Preece et al., 2002, p. 40). 

 
There are a few different approaches to outlining a conceptual model, Mayhew (1999) defines the 
type of conceptual model based on what the final product should accomplish; is it process-
oriented or product-oriented? An example of a process-oriented application is software used to 
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control a chemical processing plant. Examples of product-oriented applications are Microsoft 
products such as Word or Excel. Mayhew states that the difference between the two determines 
the design activity. For the process-oriented application, the list of process steps forms the 
system’s basis and for the product-oriented application, the main products and the tools to create 
them form the main structure of the application. 
 
3.5.2  Prototyping 
The word prototype is usually associated with industrial mockups like the scale model of a new 
building complex or perhaps software mockups like a demo version of a program that crashes 
every five minutes if the wrong interaction behavior occurs. These associations are not wrong but 
a prototype can be much more, like a paper-based outline of an interface screen. Prototypes are 
beneficial to a design project in many ways: 
 

They encourage reflection in design (Schön, 1983). 
 
They are a communication device among team members, providing an effective way to 
test ideas (Preece, et al., 2002) 
 
Prototyping is a fast and cheap way to incorporate user feedback early in the design 
process and to explore several design concepts (Harris, 1999). 
 
With a paper prototype, you can user test early design ideas at an extremely low cost. 
Doing so lets you fix usability problems before you waste money implementing something 
that doesn't work (Nielsen, 2003). 

 
As stated above, as a physical device, a prototype can be many things. In interaction design at 
least, there is often the distinction between low-fidelity and high-fidelity prototypes. Preece et al. 
(2002, p. 243-246): 
 

Low-fidelity prototypes do not look very much like the final product, for example it is a 
paper-based drawing of an interface or a cardboard version of a cell phone model. Low-
fidelity prototypes (or LFPs) are cheap and fast to produce which means they present a 
good option for evaluating many different design solutions. Their disadvantages include 
that they have limited error checking and offer limited utility and navigation. They 
present poor ground to base actual code on and should typically be used in the early 
stages of a design project. An aspect that may also be seen as a disadvantage is that the 
interaction with an LFP is usually directed by the designer, not the user. 
 
High-fidelity prototypes use materials one can expect to find in the final product and 
resemble the final product to a good or very good extent. HFPs take long time to build 
and are more expensive to develop than LFPs but their advantages include close to 
complete functionality, full interaction experience and a more user-driven interaction. 

 
Marc Rettig (Rettig, 1994) has identified additional, important disadvantages of using high-
fidelity prototyping that include: 
 

• Reviewers and testers tend to comment on superficial aspects rather than content. 
• Developers are reluctant to change something they have crafted for hours. 
• A software prototype can set expectations too high. 
• Just one bug in a high-fidelity prototype can bring the testing to a halt. 
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Index cards 
Index cards is a prototyping technique that uses, typically, small square pieces of cardboard 
(Preece et al., 2002). On each cardboard card is a picture of an on-screen step in the interactive 
task. Index cards are used for contextual scenarios and is a fast yet rough way of prototyping. The 
user interacts with a card by simulating clicking or typing and the test controller displays a new 
card depending on her actions, simulating how the screen changes during the interaction. 
 
Wizard of Oz 
In the movie The Wizard of Oz from 1939, the wizard scares the main characters using effective 
smoke and mirrors effects to make him seem omnipotent. The same principle applies to Wizard 
of Oz in low-fidelity prototyping; the user interacts with the prototype on the computer screen but 
the prototype’s behaviour is controlled by a person sitting at another machine, constantly 
simulating the prototype’s interactive responses.  
 
3.5.3  Scenarios 
When testing low- or high-fidelity prototypes, designers are likely to use something called 
context scenarios or simply scenarios. Cooper et al. (Cooper et al., 2003, p. 80) refers to Kuutti 
(Kuutti, 1995): 
 

Context scenarios describe the broad context in which usage patterns are exhibited and 
include environmental and organizational (in the case of enterprise systems) 
considerations. 

 
There are many branches an interactive pattern can spring into along the user’s decision tree and 
therefore it is important to not only explore the main tasks and behavioral patterns but to also 
explore tasks that are important but occur less often. Cooper et al. sums it up: 
 

If a user performs a task frequently, its interaction must be well crafted. Likewise, if a 
task is critical but performed infrequently, its interaction, although designed with 
different objectives, must still be well designed (Cooper et al., 2003, p. 89). 

 
 
3.5.4  Evaluation 
Contextual scenarios, interviews, questionnaires and think-aloud protocols are all methods or 
techniques for evaluation. As explained in section 3.5.3, evaluation occurs throughout the entire 
design process, Preece et al. defines evaluation in interaction design as: 
 

The process of systematically collecting data that informs us about what it is like for a 
particular user or group of users to use a product for a particular task in a certain type 
of environment (Preece et al., 2002, p. 317). 

 
The form and objectives of evaluation vary depending on development stage and thus the 
designer must know when and why to use the appropriate method. All evaluation is guided by 
stated or non-stated beliefs, often derived from theory, and the methods the evaluator chooses 
based on such, presents evaluation paradigms. When choosing the appropriate evaluation 
paradigm, there are seven key issues that need to be addressed (Preece et al., 2002, p. 343): 
 

• The role of users 
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• Who controls the process and the relationship between evaluators and users during the 
evaluation 

• The location of the evaluation 
• When the evaluation is most useful 
• The type of data collected and how it is analyzed 
• How the evaluation findings are fed back into the design process 
• The philosophy and theory that underlines the evaluation paradigms 
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3.6  Universal design 
Those familiar with webdesign know that it is very difficult to design for everyone. People have 
different screen resolution and presets and they surf using different browsers that interpret certain 
pieces of code entirely different. Ben Shneiderman (Shneiderman, 2000) has describes these three 
challenges for obtaining universal usability (for the web but also for other media): 

 
• Technological variety – users operate under different technical conditions 
• User diversity – users are different due to factors like age and ethnical  

               background, etc. 
• Gaps in knowledge – users have different computer expertise 

 
The usage of these principles and the relevance of universal design is more widely acknowledged 
than just in the field of webdesign since the more people we can design for, the wider is our target 
group and the more money we make.  
 
Story et al. (1998) offer a more specific set of guidelines for obtaining universal usability: 
 

1. Equitable use 
–    Provide the same means of use for all users: identical whenever possible;   

equivalent when not. 
– Avoid segregating or stigmatizing any users. 
– Make provisions for privacy, security, and safety equally available to all users. 
– Make the design appealing to all users. 

 
2. Flexibility in use 
–    Provide choice in methods of use. 
– Accommodate right or left-handed access and use. 
– Facilitate the user’s accuracy and precision. 
– Provide adaptability to the user’s pace. 

 
3. Simple and intuitive use 
–    Eliminate unnecessary complexity. 
–    Be consistent with user expectations and intuition. 
– Accommodate a wide range of literacy and language skills. 
– Arrange information consistent with its importance. 
– Provide effective prompting and feedback during and after task completion. 

 
4. Perceptible information 
–    Use different modes (pictorial, verbal, tactile) for redundant presentation of  

essential information. 
– Maximize “legibility” of essential information. 
– Differentiate elements in ways that can be described (i.e., make it easy to give 

instructions or directions). 
– Provide compatibility with a variety of techniques or devices used by people with 

sensory limitations. 
 

5. Tolerance for errors 
–    Arrange elements to minimize hazards and errors: most used elements, most  

accessible; hazardous elements eliminated, isolated or shielded.  
– Provide warnings of hazards and errors. 
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– Provide fail-safe features. 
– Discourage unconscious action in tasks that require vigilance. 

 
6. Low physical effort 
–    Allow user to maintain a neutral body position. 
– User reasonable operating forces. 
– Minimize repetitive actions. 
– Minimize sustained physical effort. 

 
7. Size and space for approach and use 
–    Provide a clear line of sight to important elements for any seated or standing  

user. 
– Make reach to all components comfortable for any seated or standing user.  
– Accommodate variations in hand and grip size. 
– Provide adequate space for the use of assistive devices or personal assistance. 

 
Jakob Nielsen (2005), dubbed “the king of usability” by Internet Magazine, and his team have 
created ten general usability principles, often referred to as Nielsen’s heuristics. They offer great 
pillars on which we can build a successful, interactive system: 

 
• Visibility of system status – The system should always keep users informed about 

what is going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time. 
• Match between system and reality – The system should speak the users' language, 

with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented 
terms. It shall follow real-world conventions, making information appear in a natural 
and logical order. 

• User control and freedom – Users often choose system functions by mistake and will 
need a clearly marked "emergency exit" to leave the unwanted state without having to 
go through an extended dialogue. Support undo and redo. 

• Consistency and standards – Users should not have to wonder whether different 
words, situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform conventions. 

• Error prevention – Even better than good error messages is a careful design  
which prevents a problem from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-
prone conditions or check for them and present users with a confirmation option 
before they commit to the action. 

• Recognition rather than recall – Minimize the user's memory load by making 
objects, actions, and options visible. The user should not have to remember 
information from one part of the dialogue to another. Instructions for use of the 
system should be visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate. 

• Flexibility and efficiency of use – Accelerators -- unseen by the novice user – may 
often speed up the interaction for the expert user such that the system can cater to 
both inexperienced and experienced users. Allow users to tailor frequent actions. 

• Aesthetic and minimalist design – Dialogues should not contain information which is 
irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes 
with the relevant units of information and diminishes their relative visibility. 

• Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors – Error messages should be 
expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the problem, and 
constructively suggest a solution. 

• Help and documentation – Even though it is better if the system can be used without 
documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and documentation. Any such 
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information should be easy to search, focused on the user's task, list concrete steps to 
be carried out, and not be too large. 

 
3.7  Design principles 
 
3.7.1  Feedback 
Objects in the physical world as well as objects on a computer screen give different kinds of 
feedback. On the computer screen they are namely: audio, tactile, verbal and visual feedback, or 
any combination of these. What type of feedback we should use when designing our interface is 
something unique for each user or user group and is derived from usability and user experience 
goals by asking why does the user need feedback? Donald Norman explains (Norman, 2004, p. 
76): 
 

An important component of understanding comes from feedback: a device has to give 
continual feedback so that a user knows that it is working, that any commands, button 
presses, or other requests have actually been received. To be effective, feedback must 
enhance the conceptual model, indicating precisely what is happening and what yet 
remains to be done. 

 
3.7.2  Constraints 
Constraints are not as alarming as they sound, they are meant to help the user interact with a 
system by telling them where they can’t interact. Norman (1998) speaks of three types of 
constraints: 

 
• Physical constraints – the way an object’s physical attributes constrain its use, i.e., a 

wooden square can not be placed in the hole shaped as a triangle but only in the 
quadratic hole. 

• Logical constraints – constraints based on our understanding of how the world 
works, i.e., pulling a lever or pushing a button will trigger something else to happen. 

• Cultural constraints – constraints derived from cultural conventions, i.e., a fire alarm. 
The alarm signal itself is merely sound waves in a pattern and the relationship 
between the representation and what it represents is abstract since a fire alarm does 
not imitate the sound of a fire. Cultural restraints thus have to be learned in the same 
way we have to learn that the fire alarm means danger. 

 
One of the most common, logical constraints can be seen in almost every interface; the shading of 
an inactive menu option.  
 
3.7.3  Mental models 
When people are learning to use and are using a system, they learn how the system works. Such 
knowledge is often referred to as the user’s mental model (Norman, 1998, p. 17): 
 

Mental models are the models people have of themselves, others, the environment, and 
the things they interact with. People form mental models trough experience, training and 
instruction. The mental model of a device is formed largely by interpreting its perceived 
actions and its visible structure. 
 

The extent to which a control’s actual operation or function differs from the user’s mental model 
of how it should operate increases the probability of errors. One way of preventing such is to 
design controls based on physical analogy or cultural standards. This is called natural mapping. 
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Mapping is the relationship between controls and their movements or effects. An example of 
mapping is the principle of spatial analogy (Norman, 1998). If we want to turn up the volume we 
move the control up and to do the opposite we move the control down. 
 
3.7.4  Consistency 

 
One of the benefits of consistent interfaces … is that they are easier to learn and use 
(Preece et al., 2002, p. 24). 

 
If an interface has consistency in its functions it means that it follows a set of rules. Clicking the 
left mouse-button on an object produces the same or logically similar feedback throughout the 
interface. It is easier to achieve consistency in a small-scale interface but when we have a large 
amount of required functions we have to use a different approach because the interface cannot 
accommodate hundreds of functions in a graphically appealing manner. 
 
For achieving consistency in a complex interface it can help to create categories of commands 
that can be mapped into subsets of operations (Preece et al., 2002), for example Microsoft Word. 
In this program, all commands related to formatting the text can be found under the collective 
name “Format”. To execute the right command the user will first have to figure out the collective 
name of his operation and then browse the dropdown menu for her particular command. There is 
a danger in categorizing and that is bad categorizing. The user easily becomes frustrated if the 
option she is looking for is not found in the dropdown menu she expects it to be. 
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4 – METHOD 
 
This chapter offers a comprehensive insight into the methods used in the different phases covered 
by this thesis. It begins by describing where to start and why, followed by four sections outlining 
the major activities carried out in this project: User Study, Low-fidelity prototyping, 
Programming and High-fidelity prototyping.

 
 
The majority of design projects start with gathering data about the project. For an interaction 
design project the data gathering process is very focused on gathering user data. This is done 
through various scientific methods and its purpose can be illustrated by this figure: 
 

 
 

Figure 4.1 – The purposes of gathering user data 
 
When designing something it is crucial for the approach to distinguish between inventing 
something entirely new and improving something that already exists (Preece et al., 2002). This 
project is diffuse in that distinction. In one aspect there already exists a tool in need of 
improvement but on the other hand, since that tool was not developed specifically for this target 
group, this project needs to create something entirely new. It has to satisfy the current user 
demands as well as offer solutions to problems not recognized by the user. Since there are already 
programs for creating rehabilitation programs on the market, such software much also be 
investigated in the data gathering process. 
 
When we leave the data gathering process we have hopefully obtained knowledge of the subject 
and its history; the problem space (Preece et al, 2002), a foundation of user understanding, and 
user knowledge transformed into actual design approaches. It is then time to enter “the iterative 
design machinery”: 
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Figure 4.2 – The iterative design machinery 
 
As illustrated, this iterative thinking is the principle of all the remaining physical work carried out 
in the project and covered in this thesis. Theories behind the methods of each iterative stage are 
explained further in section 3.5. 
 
The physical work itself was divided into five phases and as illustrated in Figure 4.3, these phases 
are covered in one or more chapters in this thesis. They have been given different titles to better 
associate them with the connected theory. 
 

Physical work phase Handled in thesis chapter 
User data gathering Chapter 5 - User study 
Data processing Chapter 5 - User study 
Prototyping Chapter 6 - Low-fidelity prototyping 
Programming Chapter 7 - High-fidelity prototyping 
Beta-testing Chapter 7 - High-fidelity prototyping 

 
Figure 4.3 – Relationship between physical work and thesis 

 
 
4.1  The user study   
For the data gathering I targeted the project initiators because they have over 30 years of 
experience as users and know the problem space. I used structured and semi-structured interviews 
(Preece et al., 2002) to learn the history of the subject and to understand the context of work. 
After this, due to the variety of tools and the duality of the workflow described in section 2.1, I 
decided not to observe the users in the natural context instead I used unstructured interviews to 
learn about the workflow and potential stakeholders (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998). The project 
initiators supplied me with contact information to potential users and also, as themselves, 
supplied the project with two user representatives who were co-opted throughout the entire 
project. When investigating the user and usability goals and experience goals, and when reasons 
for follow-up arose I contacted either the involved users or one of the potential end users directly 
for clarification. 
 
The user data was analyzed to produce a user profile and establish user goals and needs. This 
information combined with a task analysis of the workflow, heuristic evaluation and hierarchical 
study of an existing program, combined with the design principles described in section 3.7, led to 
specifying and structuring requirements for the product. From the requirements I identified 
physical, logical and cultural constraints that the application needed to address. User goals and 
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the sets of requirements alongside understanding of the workflow allowed me to determine that 
the conceptual model should be product-oriented (Mayhew, 1999).  
 

4.2  Low-fidelity prototyping 
For the prototyping phase I started with low-fidelity prototypes, initially using pen and paper to 
explore different layout alternatives. 
 
Iteration 1 (Section 6.1) 
In the first iteration two low-fidelity prototypes (A1 and B1) were crafted using Adobe Photoshop 
CS. They were based on two fundamental design approaches; workflow emulation and workflow 
innovation. The prototypes were printed on A4 papers and represented different screen-views of 
the interaction. Using a combination of index cards and Wizard of Oz, they were tested on the 
two involved users using simulated contextual observations and scenario walkthroughs with 
think-aloud protocols. 
 
The user tests were given two working days. On the first day the low-fidelity prototypes were 
tested using observed scenario-walkthroughs with think-aloud protocols followed by additional 
evaluation using QUIS-based questionnaires (Preece et al., 2002) with mainly likert scales. The 
results were compiled into sets of questions and an agenda that was used in semi-structured 
interviews with the two users the following day. 
 
Iteration 2 (Section 6.2) 
The second iteration consists of two iterations merged into one to fit the thesis structure better. In 
the first of these two iterations there was a low level of user involvement, A1 and B1 were re-
designed in Photoshop based on conclusions from iteration 1 (Section 6.1.4) becoming two new 
prototypes. The new prototypes were analyzed using Nielsen’s heuristics and basic usability 
principles (Chapter 3) and user-derived data. A1 and B1 were re-designed and evaluated, 
eventually becoming A4 and B3. 
 
In a second iteration, the low-fidelity prototypes A4 and B3 were tested by the two project-
involved users by the same techniques and methods as in the first iteration with one exception: 
the questionnaire questions were reformulated slightly and inserted after each scenario’s 
completion instead of after the entire test. Based on the collected user input and own conclusions, 
a new design approach.  
 
Iteration 3 (Section 6.3) 
In this iteration, A4 and B3 were dismantled and the best qualities were combined in a mid-
fidelity prototype called AB1, resting on the design framework of A4. Within this iteration, the 
design work started to focus more on major features and this reflects in the way all remaining 
iterations are described. From the third iteration and forward we follow several sets of key 
functions or problems and investigate how they originated, what their proposed solutions were 
and how the users responded to these solutions. 
 
The mid-fidelity prototype was not so much tested rather than evaluated by the two involved 
users. This time, I used unstructured interviews that were loosely based on previously unsolved 
issues and new issues emerging in the creation of AB1. The mid-fidelity prototype was used as a 
mediating tool during the evaluation from which new ideas or problems would emerge. These 
topics were also discussed. The hands-on interaction with the mid-fidelity prototype was 
performed by me, instructed by the two involved users. 
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The evaluation results were transformed into applicable conclusions and AB1 was adjusted 
according to these, becoming AB2. It was agreed that the low-fidelity/mid-fidelity prototyping 
had reached its final level and that it was time to begin programming. 
 
4.3  Programming   
All programming was carried out in Microsoft Visual Studio using C++ and object-oriented 
programming. The first programming phase focused on realizing the agreed GUI in program 
code. The second phase was dedicated to solving certain key characteristics such as creating 
analogy by defining objects and classes, constructing major functions and solving certain 
technical aspects to produce an application that used computer assets reasonably. The beta-testing 
started within the third programming phase (which was focused on specific function 
implementations)and continued alongside the programming activity until the very end. Checklists 
were introduced to keep track of everything that needed to be implemented or fixed due to the 
sudden dynamics produced by the user involvement.  
 
4.4  High-fidelity prototyping   
The high fidelity prototyping followed a time plan with scheduled beta tests and due to 
overestimated knowledge of programming in Visual Studio, at the time of the first beta test, the 
interface did not have as many features as had originally been planned. Because of this the 
evaluation was swift and it would be wrong to call it a full iteration. Therefore it has been united 
with the next iteration involving beta test two to better fit the thesis. They have been given the 
collective name “Initial beta tests”. 
 
Iteration 4 (Section 7.1) 
The first beta test did not use any of the previous test methods, instead it used the evaluation 
methods of Iteration 3 and the mid-fidelity prototype was used as a complement to the basic GUI 
as a mediating tool. The evaluation form was an unstructured interview. 
 
For the second beta test, the program had been added much more substance and that beta test 
could be performed as originally planned using the previous contextual scenarios but with minor 
formulation changes and changes to the questionnaires to better analyze interacting with the high-
fidelity prototype. The test persons were the two involved users and the test and evaluation was 
performed over two working days like in the earlier iterations.  
 
Besides revealing issues that needed to be implemented or redesigned, in the fourth iteration the 
involved users addressed some new additional requirements that had to be designed for. 
 
Iteration 5 (Section 7.2) 
After the second beta test the programming was split into two parallel activities: implementing 
the features that still waited on the checklist and fixing the problems identified in iteration 4. Due 
to the fact that the involved users by this time had grown too accustomed to the interface, I used 
them to help me locate “outside” potential end users that could provide unspoiled user input and 
feedback. Also I wanted to know how successful the design team comprising of me; the 
interaction designer and the involved users had been at identifying the user, her requirements and 
her needs. Five outside users were invited to test the program and they were selected to get 
variety in age, computer knowledge and occupational knowledge. 
 
The environment in which the tests were conducted was not the end users real work environment 
but apart from that I had put a lot of effort into making the context as real as possible. I had also 
consulted the involved users as to how we could improve the contextual scenarios and the 
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formulations of the assignments to be carried out. The QUIS template was used as guidelines for 
how to cover all areas of interest and at arrival the users were prompted to fill out a page with 
quantitative information such as age, computer experience and occupational experience. This was 
to ensure the strive for ecological validity (Millen, 2000, p. 6). 
 
To put the user at ease and introduce her to the program I gave her a shorter introduction 
approximately ten minutes long where I explained the purpose of the test, the test method and 
how the results would be processed. No specific information about what to expect in the interface 
was given to the user. No pre-requested think-aloud was used in the walkthroughs and I assumed 
the same observer role used in the previous tests. Testing the high-fidelity prototype took 
approximately 25-40 minutes and after that, the user was free to leave. If the user wanted to stay 
and talk or further explore the interface she was free to do so as well. After each beta test, the 
user’s opinions was taken into consideration and analyzed. Suggestions that were appropriate 
were implemented and thereby tested by the very next user. This working method allowed me to 
get instant feedback on new features and learn how well-represented certain attitudes were 
amongst the end users. The discussion and conclusions of all the final beta tests performed by 
outside users (Section 7.2.5) offers a very thorough investigation on how well the potential users 
accepted and could relate to the final product.  
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5 – USER STUDY 
 
This chapter describes user identification and categorizing. It starts with the formulation of a 
user profile and classification of different user groups followed by listing user goals. Section two 
stands out from the rest of the chapter by offering conclusions from the evaluation of an existing 
program. The third section lists different types of requirements for the program and is followed 
by a clarification of project member responsibilities. The last section addresses constraints that 
the program will have to obey.

 
 
Initially all user data came from the project initiators because they knew the problem space and 
they were both representative users with long experience in the field of hand rehabilitation. The 
first data gathering was executed through interviews with the project initiators with three main 
purposes: learning about the history behind the project, learning about the user and her work 
situation and identifying all possible requirements the project initiators and the users might have 
for the software.  
 
5.1  User profile 
A user profile represents the main user; the frequent user of the system. It can communicate 
everything from statistical facts like average age to more subtle features like usability goals. 
Important when constructing a user profile was avoiding neglect towards less visible stakeholders 
and avoiding own prejudice and sticking to gathered, objective facts. Therefore I have 
concentrated on detailing the user profile and I have not built a user persona because I believe, 
like discussed in Section 3.4.3, that a user persona may cause negative stereotyping of the user.  
 
Our user profile shall provide scientifically justifiable quantitative and qualitative research 
answers to the following three questions:   
 
Who is the user? - Personal characteristics 
− Age: 25-65 years old, average age: 40. 
− Gender: Female. 
− Nationality: Scandinavian. 
− Occupation: Occupational therapist, physiotherapist or other occupation with academic 

knowledge on hand and arm related injuries. 
− Context of use: At work: hospital, health centre or private clinic, each workplace of various 

size and with different work conditions. 
− Educational status: Three years of University studies. 
− Frequency of use: Occupational therapists use it several times a day and physiotherapists 

and employees at a private clinic use it several times a week.  
− Physical status: Healthy, eyesight ranging from very high to medium. 
− Computer experience: Low to medium. 
− Likes: Consistency, functions that behave they way she is used to, accelerators that make 

her work more effective and make her feel that she knows the program. 
− Dislikes: Pop-up windows that require confirmation or that display information she does 

not understand. Unnecessary instructions or other information that distracts her attention. 
Sound alerts. 

− Holds important: Always knowing where she is in the program. 
− Holds less important: Innovative and flashy design. 
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− Error-tolerance: Tending towards aggressive more than timid. 
− Interactive behavior: More cautious than bold. 
 
What does the user do? - Main task/tasks performed 
− She creates a rehabilitation program. 
 
Why does she do it and where does she do it? - Context of use 
− Motivation: The task is a part of her work-routine. 
− Environment: She uses the program at work. Her typical workstation is a medium or low 

speed PC with Windows 98 or higher and screen resolution 1024x768 or higher. 
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5.2  Stakeholder analysis 
When the primary user has been identified and outlined, there may still be secondary and tertiary 
users of the system that need to be acknowledged. The product of this project is the application 
itself but the application will produce an end product which is the rehabilitation program used by 
the patient. Therefore the product has two users groups: 
 
1. Primary user (end user) – an occupational therapist working at a hospital, a physiotherapist 

working at a health centre or another form of profession with academic knowledge on hand 
and arm related injuries working in a similar environment, i.e., a private clinic. 

2. Secondary user – the patient who will use the product that the system creates. 
 
For this project it has not been necessary to build a user profile for the secondary user but her role 
in interacting with the system had to be defined. This was done by interviewing primary users and 
the two primary user representatives. The collaboration and the flow of information between the 
different user groups and the system designer in this project is illustrated below by Figure 5.1.  
 

 
 

Figure 5.1 – The collaboration and information flow of the project 
 
In this figure, the term “user data” has been used as a general term including user behavior, 
information about the user and usage context, user and usage history and user feedback. The term 
“user probes” has been used as a general term for data gathering techniques. As discussed earlier 
in section 3.4.7, it is also important to acknowledge the people in charge of the project if they 
have any influence on the project. In this case, the two involved users have functioned both as 
project commissioners or supervisors and as primary user representatives. As project 
commissioners they have communicated overall project interests such as the time plan as well as 
requirements changes so therefore that role has also been added to the figure as an own 
contributing source. In the figure they are shown as two separate physical persons to illustrate the 
differences of their influence on the design process. 
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5.3  Context of work 
It is not enough with only understanding the user, the interaction designer must also understand 
the user’s work and her context of work. In the gathering of user data this was accomplished 
through interviews, letting the user speak freely about her work. One of the users offers this 
important insight into the work: 
 

Every injury is unique because of the pedagogical judgment. Is the patient a senior 
citizen, is she still in shock from her injury? Is he a professional athlete or a drug addict? 
We all have different motivation and while one person has to be recommended a hundred 
exercises a day to get him to do even two, the other person will add five extra sets to the 
program just in case, so he has to be ordered fewer sets than planned. In this job you 
need to combine technical skills with social skills because a hand injury is perishable and 
needs to be rehabilitated now, not later! 

 
The term workflow should provide answers to the questions; What does the user do? and Why 
does she do it? To get these answers, as described in chapter four, I used semi-structured 
interviews. During one of these interviews I came across the term living document. It refers to the 
fact that a training program is under constant change because it must always align with the 
patient. When every program edition is designed to comply with the patient’s current condition, it 
is the patient that will finally be “finished” and not the training program. The training program 
(also called rehab program) can then be recycled and with modifications be used for another 
patient. 
 
5.3.1  Task analysis 
When determining the workflow it is helpful to conduct a task analysis to identify all the different 
actions the users performs when accomplishing a task. A task analysis is best suited for gathering 
data because its aim is not to envision a new, concrete design but rather to examine an existing 
situation. Preece et al. (2002) describes the hierarchical task analysis where you break down a 
task into subtasks to identify the physical work. It can then be illustrated through a tree-structure 
outlaying different paths based on if and else if conditions.  
 
I have used the hierarchical task analysis tree method in a less detailed manner because at this 
early state I am more interested in the psychological aspects of the work than the actual button-
clicking. Due to the variety of work methods I am more interested in the underlying motivation of 
the tasks performed. I decided to diverge from Preece’s task analysis and base the hierarchical 
model on real work instead of identifying single actions in a chain of tasks united only by the 
final goal. 
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Figure 5.2 – Task analysis illustrating the caregiver’s workflow 

 
 
An example of why the use of a task analysis was important. 
At the first meeting, the caregiver will first study available patient information, such as the 
referral, before examining the patient. Without a correct understanding of the workflow one is 
lead to believe that this, the first step in the task analysis hierarchy, is the basis on which latter 
decisions are made. That assumption is wrong because the referral is used in combination with 
the interview to form a collective image of the patient. 
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5.4  User goals 
While the user profile handles user data entirely objectively, some analysis is used when 
determining user goals because not all users can communicate what it is they want but they can 
usually describe functions and designs from which one can obtain that answer.  
 
5.4.1 Primary user goals 
Personal goals:  
− Feel that she knows the program and what the program can do. 
− Feel that she is in control of the program. 
− Not make mistakes. 
− Not feel stupid. 
− Save time. 
− Focus attention on the task, not the program. 
 
Achievement goals:  
− Create rehabilitation programs that she is proud to hand to the patient. 
− Create own templates for certain injuries. 
− Save time by recycling old training programs for patients with similar injuries. 
 
5.4.2 Secondary user goals 
As explained later in section 5.4, accomplishment of the secondary user’s personal goals exceed 
the interaction designer’s responsibilities for this project. 
Personal goals:  
− Feel that she understands how the exercises should be carried out. 
− Feel that she understands why they should be performed. 
− Feel that she can perform all the exercises. 
− Not feel stupid. 
− Not spend too much time rehabilitating. 
− Not have to go back to the hospital or by other means contact the caregiver more than 

necessary. 
 
Achievement goals:  
− Get well. 
− Perform all the other tasks of her everyday life. 
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5.5  Evaluation of existing program 
As explained in section 3.4, for this project it was necessary to examine and review existing 
solutions. Because there were already a few programs on the market that had been developed for 
a wider user group including this project’s target group, I put a lot of effort into finding these 
programs so I could study them. I managed to get a hold of one existing program and I 
interviewed users who more or less frequently used it. 
  
After this I tested and evaluated the program using heuristic evaluation based on Nielsen’s ten 
heuristic principles (Nielsen, 2005) and conducted a hierarchical task analysis (Preece et al., 
2002, p. 231). The full version of this evaluation can be found in Appendix I. The evaluation was 
done to connect theory with the user-experienced positive and negative attributes and also to 
identify good and bad design from the designer’s point of view. 
 
The interviewed users expressed three major factors that affected their interaction experience and 
their experience goals in a negative way and identified no positive aspects of the program: 
 
− Confusing GUI design 
− Poor selection of hand and arm related injuries 
− Unclear exercise illustrations 
 
Factors two and three are self-explanatory and I believe that the heuristic evaluation can explain 
factor one: 
 
− There is no apparent match between the system design and the real world and this makes it 

hard for the user to understand the logic between how the program works. For example, on 
what basis has the screen been divided? 

− There is bad consistency in controls and many mixed metaphors. 
− There is no clear standard, some icons have traditional effect, some are entirely new and 

some use symbols that execute commands different from what we are used to.  
− The program does not speak the user’s language; some labels even show evidence of being 

assigned by the programmer. 
− There are many ways of doing something wrong and no obvious emergency exits. 
 
In conclusion, this program was most likely not developed with the user-centered design 
approach which reflects in the user’s experience and incapability to relate to metaphors, 
expressions and the workflow in the program.  
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5.6  Requirements 
As explained in section 3.4.8, we need to distinguish sets of requirements for the product we are 
designing. In the stakeholder analysis, the primary user and her context of work was not very 
precise. We referred to occupational therapists, physiotherapists or other occupations with 
academic knowledge, as primary users and referred to their context of work as hospital, health 
centre or private clinic. This was not done to generalize – according to the project initiators, the 
three professions and their work environments were so similar that there was no need for further 
subdivision of the primary users. In this section we present the initial requirements established 
from the data gathering phase. As the project evolves they may increase or decrease and such 
changes are handled in each iteration’s own section. 
 
5.6.1  Primary user requirements 
General usability requirements - What the application shall offer:  
− A standard. Offer a standardized archive with clear, pedagogical rehabilitation exercises 

that can be understood by text, picture or both. 
− A tool. Function as the user’s single tool for creating rehabilitation programs for intended 

injuries. 
− Workflow improvement. It shall support and hopefully improve current usability. 
− Fast method of work. It shall support different context of work and be useful both in normal 

and stressful situations. 
 
Specific usability requirements - Which activities the application shall provide for:  
− Browsing for exercises. 
− Managing exercises (adding, removing, adjusting the order in which they appear in the 

rehabilitation program) 
− Editing text 
− Editing images (to a small extent) 
− Designing the rehabilitation program (to some extent) 
− Consult caregiver instructions (mostly for physiotherapists). 
− Storing rehabilitation programs. 
− Recycling rehabilitation programs. 
− Distributing rehabilitation programs. 
 
General functional requirements - With the application one shall be able to:  
− Create. Create an own rehabilitation program for intended injuries. 
− Structure. Structure an own database of rehabilitation programs for recycling or future 

reference. 
 
Specific functional requirements - To be able to meet user goals and usability requirements, the 
application needs to implement the following specific functions:  
− A structure for the archive. 
− Add exercise. 
− Remove exercise. 
− Mirror an image depending on where the injury is located. 
− Edit patient instructions text. 
− Changing the layout of exercises. 
− Add informative text such as header and footer to the rehabilitation program. 
− Edit such informative text. 
− Save a rehabilitation program. 
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− Open an existing rehabilitation program. 
− Save a rehabilitation program with a different name. 
− Customizing (to some extent) the layout of the rehabilitation program. 
− Print the rehabilitation program. 
− View caregiver instructions (mostly needed for physiotherapists).  
− Hide caregiver instructions if they are not needed. 
− Some means of creating an own library of rehabilitation programs. 
− Undo and Redo. 
− Choose what language the application should have. 
 
Environmental requirements - The application shall be:  
− Secure. Protected against unlicensed usage. 
− Multi-cultural. Developed for multi-cultural understanding including support for multiple 

languages (Swedish, English, Norwegian, Danish). 
− Scalable. Able to be expanded with future exercises and/or categories in the future. 
− Developed for Windows. It shall only run on PCs with Microsoft Windows OS. 
− Designed for Microsoft-users. Have a design, terminology and navigation similar to the 

most common Microsoft applications. 
− Resource-efficient: Use system resources in a technologically defendable manner. 
− Developed for a variety of printers; black and white or color, laser or ink, etc. 
− Developed for different workplaces: Some usage environments are noisy. 
− Developed for different working pace: The context of use may sometimes be stressful.  
− Aware of Copyright and legal issues. Caregiver text shall not be editable at all and neither 

text nor images shall be accessible outside the application for other reproduction purposes. 
 

User requirements - The application should support users that:  
− Have different computer knowledge within the range specified in the user profile. 
− Use the program with the variable frequency rate specified in the user profile. 
− Have different levels of expertise within the field of hand and arm rehabilitation. 
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5.6.2  Secondary user requirements 
The secondary users’ requirements are mostly but not exclusively associated with the 
rehabilitation program. In order for the secondary users’ requirements for the rehabilitation 
program to be satisfied, they must first be ensured by the application. 
 
General usability requirements - What the rehabilitation program shall offer:  
− Instructions for rehabilitation. Instructions by text, image or both illustrating how the  
          injury should be rehabilitated. 
− A tool for communication. Function as one of the user’s tools for communicating  

about the injury and the rehabilitation progress. 
 
Specific usability requirements - What activities the rehab program shall provide for:  
− Repeated performance of rehabilitation exercises. 
 
General functional requirements - With the rehabilitation program one shall be able to:  
− Train. Rehabilitate the injury by training. 
− Improve. Get better at doing the exercises and get physically better by doing them. 
 
Specific functional requirements - To be able to meet user goals and usability requirements, the 
following specific features are required of the application:  
− Generate easily readable text.  
− Produce pedagogical instructions. 
− Present good illustrations of the intended rehabilitation position and movement. 
− Show information about how many repetitions shall be carried out and how many  

times a day. 
− Show information about who issued the rehabilitation program, perhaps including  

contact information. 
− Produce a comprehensible rehabilitation program design. 
 
Environmental requirements - The rehabilitation program shall be:  
− Secure to use in the sense that the exercises do not worsen the injury. 
− Multi-cultural. Developed for patients that speak different languages. 
− Designed for various context of use. Some exercises require the use of training aids,  

such material shall either be handed to the patient or consist of objects that is found  
in the user’s environment. 

 
User requirements - The rehabilitation program should support users that have:  
− Various levels of eyesight. 
− Different social, ethnical or cultural background. 
− Different prerequisites for understanding instructions. 
− Different tendencies towards over-usage and under-usage. 
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5.7  Responsibility delimitations 
Before we leave the Requirements section it is necessary for the thesis to clarify the roles and 
responsibilities of the designer and the project initiators in this project (section 5.2). For this 
project, it was stated that: 
 
§ The designer is not responsible for the validity of the exercises or its elements - image 

representation of position and movement, correctness of the formulation of the patient’s 
instructions, correctness of the caregiver’s instructions. 

§ The designer is not responsible for how the end user decides to use the rehabilitation 
program. 

§ The designer’s knowledge of the patient is based on communication with the potential 
primary users involved in the project, not by communication with patients. 

§ The project initiators are responsible for the validity of the caregiver instructions and 
therefore they should not be editable. 

§ The project initiators are responsible for the instructions to the patient in their unaltered 
form. As soon as such instructions are changed by the person using the application, the 
project initiators’ responsibility ends. 

§ The project initiators are responsible for the correctness of the images in their illustration 
of the exercise to be performed as they are represented in the application. When an image 
is altered in any way not supported by the application the project initiators’ responsibility 
ends. 

§ The project initiators are not responsible for any training material not clearly stated 
within the exercise by picture or original texts. 

§ The project initiators are not responsible for wrongful choices of exercises. Should a 
patient be handed a rehabilitation program consisting of one or more exercises that are 
not meant for the intended injury, it has to do with failure to follow the caregiver 
instructions available in the application for each exercise. 

§ The project initiators are not responsible for how the caregiver instructs the patient to 
carry out the exercises or for how many sets and repetitions the caregiver instructs. 

§ No contributing member of this project is responsible for bad rehabilitation programs 
produced by technology that does not meet the application’s minimum technical 
requirements stated in the product information. For example: poor rehabilitation 
programs produced by a computer or printer with unsupported performance stats, or by a 
person who has not read the application’s specifications. 

§ No contributing member of this project is responsible for the patient’s rehabilitation 
progress. 

§ No contributing member of this project is responsible for the communication between the 
caregiver and the patient. The exercises designed for standard appliances and it is the 
caregiver’s responsibility to instruct the individual patients and find the unique training 
method(s) for their particular injuries. 

 
. 
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5.8  Universal design 
The user study supplied many examples of constraints that had to be listed and examined properly 
to establish further guidelines for the design process. Shneiderman’s three challenges 
(Shneiderman, 2000) for obtaining usability, outlined in section 3.6, affect the success of how 
well the system communicates with the user. Constraints combined with the three types of 
constraints have been used here to identify certain guidelines for the design. 
 
Physical constraints:  
− Users’ minimum screen resolution which is 1024x768 pixels. 
− Lowest approved computer performance stats and decided Windows version. 
− The way an exercise has to be displayed on screen. Each exercise consists of an image, an 

instruction text to the patient and instruction text to the caregiver. To be able to correctly 
choose an exercise the expert user needs to clearly see the image and the patient text and 
the user who is not an expert also needs to see the caregiver text. 

− The variety of printers used. 
− The dimensions of an A4 paper. 
− Printer’s standard margins. 
− Readability of text on screen. 
− Readability of text on the rehabilitation program. 
− Images on the rehabilitation program will appear in different sizes and so they need to have 

high resolution as default. 
− The application’s design and interaction mechanisms shall resemble Microsoft applications 

such as Microsoft Word, Excel and Powerpoint. 
− The large quantity of exercises that need to be displayed, approximately 100 for the first 

version of the application.  
− Denied access to edit caregiver text. 
− Prohibition of unlicensed use. 
− Exercise images should not be accessible outside the application. 
− Code structure must allow future expansions. 
− Code must use system resources effectively. 
− Audio feedback must be used sparsely if used at all. 
 
Gaps in knowledge: 
− Users have different levels of experience using Microsoft applications. 
− Users have different levels of computer experience and Microsoft Windows OS usage 

experience. 
− Users have different levels of expertise in the field of hand arm rehabilitation. 
 
User diversity: 
− The users literally speak different languages. 
− The users originate from different cultures and thus interpret colors, icons and symbols 

differently. 
− Users interact with the program with various frequency. 
− Users interact with the program at different pace. 
− Users interact with the program with different motivation, sometimes under time stress. 
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6 – LOW-FIDELITY PROTOTYPING 
 
This chapter covers all iterations of the low-fidelity (including mid-fidelity) prototyping phase. 
Each primary section represents a particular iteration and is divided into Introduction, Purpose, 
Method, Test and Evaluation, Discussion and Conclusions. The first iteration describes the two 
fundamental design approaches and the second iteration focuses on how these evolved by internal 
evaluation. The last iteration in this chapter explains how a mid-fidelity prototype was crafted as 
a fusion between the two design approaches. 

 
 
6.1  Iteration 1 – Two initial design approaches 
 
6.1.1  Introduction 
From the user study, requirements and constraints I identified some major issues the design 
needed to address: 
 
− Support the users’ variety of interactive activities (browsing, editing, previewing, printing, 

etc.)? 
− Graphically accommodate the variety of tasks described in section 5.3.1 as the specific 

usability requirements. 
− Solve the display of caregiver instructions. 
− Design labels and buttons for users of several different cultures. 
− Rely on the rehabilitation program’s physical constraints, i.e., how many exercises can fit on 

an A4 page without compromising readability and what is perceived as aesthetically 
pleasing? 

− Display vast amounts of data (the exercises) that need to be both comprehensive so the user 
can examine it and optimized somehow to avoid long browsing procedures. 

 
The project initiators had already provided a suggestion for solving the last of the above stated 
problems; dividing all the exercises into categories based on which part of the hand or arm they 
concerned. The exercise categories were: Hand and fingers, Thumb, Wrist, Arm and Shoulder, 
and Training with material. 
 
Based on the above issues, requirements and constraints, user and workflow knowledge and 
design principles I decided to use two different design approaches: 
 
− Emulation of current workflow 
− Innovation of current workflow 
 
I started out by testing different layout ideas on paper and when I had found acceptable solutions I 
crafted two low-fidelity prototypes in Adobe Photoshop CS. Larger versions of the pictures in 
section 6.1.3 and 6.1.4 can also be found in Appendix II and III. 
 
6.1.2  Purpose 
Produce two distinct design approaches to be tested and evaluated by the two involved user 
representatives. 
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6.1.3  Method 
One of the issues that needed to be addressed was how many exercises would fit unto an A4 
paper in a pedagogic and aesthetically pleasing manner. I was given an Excel document with all 
the exercises, images and texts, and I did some tests to see how the content could be represented 
(Figure 6.1). After testing some different general methods for dividing the content I decided that 
the application should have sets of standard layouts that the users could choose among instead of 
having to make the layout themselves. This would make designing the rehab program faster and it 
would create a system that could more easily be transformed into program code since it was a 
static approach. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6.1 – Examples of different rehab program layouts that were tested 
 
Design approach A 
The basic design philosophy of this approach is emulating workflow. It incorporates the result of 
the task-analysis in that the user completes her set of tasks in a specific order. First she selects the 
appropriate exercises and then she enters a different working phase; she edits the exercises and 
the rehabilitation program. Applying knowledge of how the real world works (in this case, 
knowledge of the user’s natural workflow) to improve design is nothing new, Preece et al., (2002, 
p. 90) states that: 
 

A well known approach to applying knowledge about everyday psychology to interaction 
design is to emulate, in the digital world, the strategies and methods people commonly 
use in the physical world 

 
The proposed design solution to the important issues explained previously in item 6.1.1 is 
dividing the interface into three separate full-screen modes. Navigation between the three screen 
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modes is carried out by using flaps like the ones found in Microsoft Office Excel. The metaphor 
being used is meant to emulate the user’s current work situation: Copy exercises from an original 
source and paste them unto the rehab program. All the exercises available in the application are 
organized in an archive to provide requested structure. This extends the match between system 
and the real world (Nielsen, 2005), using the archive as a representation for an actual archive, be 
it a library, the internet or a book containing rehab exercises. In the real world, if you want to use 
material from the library you copy it first; you don’t edit the original source. 
 
Design approach A featured a graphical method for selecting the appropriate exercise. An image 
comprised of the different categories is shown and the user picks category by clicking an area of 
the image and by doing so updates the archive. The interface prototype was equipped with some 
icons for adding an exercise, moving an exercise or mirroring the image in an exercise. The use of 
icons was implemented to test the users’ associations with different symbols. 
 
The content-orientation of the pages is horizontal as shown in the figures below and the user can 
choose between having two, four or six exercises on each page. The options of how many 
exercises one page should have as well as the language option were chosen in a Wizard window 
(Cooper et al., 2003) to appear at program start-up. 
 
The GUI’s interactive rules were meant to derive from logical constraints (Norman, 1998) in the 
meaning that when the user clicks an object, i.e., an icon or an exercise, it produces an effect of 
some sort. Either the click would produce immediate manipulation of the object or it would create 
a visible selection thereby enabling manipulation commands, i.e., clicking on an exercise enables 
the icons for moving, mirroring or editing text. The low-fidelity prototype envisioning design 
approach A was dubbed A1. 
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Figure 6.2 – A1 Screen mode 1: Exercises. 
This is the screen mode with all the 
exercises. The user picks the category by 
clicking on the large image to the left 
(category currently displayed: Arm and 
shoulder). The user navigates through the 
exercises by using the scrollbar to the 
right and adds an exercise to the 
rehabilitation program by clicking on the 
hand icon. A miniature view of the final 
rehabilitation program is available in the 
bottom left corner. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6.3 – A1 Screen mode 2: Patient 
instructions. 
This is the screen mode showing the final 
rehabilitation program in large scale size. 
Above the paper is a toolbar with options 
Edit text, Move exercise, Zoom-window, 
Dropdown list for choosing layout, and a 
button to save the text change. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6.4 – A1 Screen mode 3: Standard 
instructions. 
This is the screen mode showing the 
standard instructions document for the 
caregiver. It offers no editing tools, just a 
zoom-window and a scrollbar for 
changing the current page. 
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Design approach B 
Low-fidelity prototype B was appropriately named B1 and its basic design philosophy is 
innovating workflow. It suggests a new workflow best described as editing exercises on the fly. 
You select an exercise, edit its content, add it and continue browsing for more exercises. The idea 
for changing the workflow was not born because the current workflow was considered bad; it was 
a product of letting the design direct the workflow instead of the other way around. It was also 
issued to investigate how modern design solutions could make more effective use of the screen 
area without compromising usability and how the users experienced such design solutions. 
 
For the archive I decided to use an information visualization method called scaling (Tufte, 1983). 
Scaling, in design context, means the way we graphically scale information in order to present 
large amounts of it. It is a variant of information visualization and is not to be confused with the 
term scalability which means the ease of which a system can be expanded to fit a new problem 
area (Software Engineering Institute, 2007). The scaling in approach B was carried out by 
shrinking the exercises in the archive to be able to show a greater number of exercises at once. 
The idea was that the users by looking at the exercise images could home in on the exercise of 
interest and by hovering over the exercise they would see a larger version of the picture and be 
able to read the patient’s instruction text.  
 
The screen was divided into two main areas: Rehabilitation Program Area and the Archive Area 
which also had a Preview Area. Exercise category is selected by means of a dropdown list and the 
choice of how many exercises one page contains is operated by another dropdown list next to it. 
The user can have two, four, six or eight exercises per page and the content’s orientation on the 
pages is vertical. The choice of language was initiated through a “Create new document Wizard” 
as in A1. 
 
The caregiver instructions are not displayed in the archive but appear in the preview area as a part 
of the application to illustrate that these instructions are meant for the primary user, not the 
secondary user. They have something of a “tip of the day” function and can be shown or hidden 
by clicking a button in the preview area. 
 
The buttons for most tools have text labels instead of icons. This was done to begin determining 
what kind of language the interface would use for good communication with the user. The tools 
for moving, mirroring or deleting exercises in the rehabilitation program were put in a box that 
appeared when the user right-clicked on an exercise in the rehabilitation program area.  
 
The main idea behind the interaction is that the program itself knows what the user wants, i.e., the 
user only has to right-click somewhere on the screen and the available options is shown in the box 
that appears. 
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Figure 6.5 – B1 Starting view. 
The archive is located in the top right area 
and exercises are shrunk to show a greater 
amount. When the user hovers over an 
exercise it appears below the archive in 
the dark grey area (Preview Area) where 
text and image can be viewed closer. The 
caregiver text is also shown here and can 
be hidden with a button. To the right is the 
rehabilitation program and exercises 
appear there when the user adds them by 
double-clicking on it or by dragging it 
from the archive unto the rehab program. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6 – B1 Working view. 
When the user hovers over an exercise in 
the archive it is highlighted to give 
feedback. If the user wants it to stay in the 
lower (“preview”) view, she clicks on it. 
Added exercises are shown in the left 
area, there are no lines separating the 
paper’s areas. If the user wants she can 
zoom in on the rehabilitation program to 
get a better view of it. This area can be 
expanded to fill the entire screen as well. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.7 – B1 Another working view. 
When the user is editing the rehabilitation 
program, the preview area is emptied of 
image and patient text. Only the caregiver 
instructions remain as a “tip of the day”. 
To move around exercises in the 
rehabilitation program the user right-
clicks on it and chooses how many steps 
to move it. 
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B1’s screen division had one characteristic that some may find disturbing: rehab program to the 
left and archive to the right. Some may react to this saying that in the Western society (which 
included the countries the application would be marketed) people are used to doing things from 
left to right, i.e., read and write. In B1 adding exercises was performed by adding objects from the 
right view to the left view. Why design an interface in that manner even though people are used to 
doing things from left to right? The answer is; therefore. 
 
If people are used to doing things left-to-right then the left would be the natural starting point and 
the right would be the end. The majority of work in our application would be working with the 
rehab program and by placing that view on the right side of the screen we would cause 
distraction. By Western standards, a learnt focus of attention on a computer screen would be the 
top left (this also is a natural point of the golden ratio). Forcing the user to constantly having to 
see past the left half in order to focus attention on the right side would indeed create user 
discomfort (Story et al., 1998). 
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6.1.4  Test and evaluation 
I created seven context-based scenarios consisting of tasks the user would perform using the 
application. Each scenario had 3-5 steps that the user needed to complete, here are two examples 
of scenarios: 
 
1. Start a new rehab program with layout A4/6. 
2. Add an exercise from the category Hand/Fingers. 
3. Edit the text without zooming. 
4. Save the change. 
 
1. You are designing a short rehab program for a patient with poor eyesight and a thumb injury, 
start a new rehab program for these needs. 
2. Add three exercises. 
3. Edit the text of an exercise. 
4. Print both the patient instructions and the standard instructions. 
 
The scenarios were used to test how well the design supported the necessary tasks, to observe 
behavioral tendencies in the users’ interaction process and to evaluate the users’ general reactions 
to the design and structure of the interface. The same scenarios were used for both prototypes and 
both users but the formulation of the tasks differed between A1 and B1 because some tasks were 
performed differently. 
 
Based on the actions the user was likely to perform while interacting, different screen views were 
crafted for the two prototypes. Examples of such screen views could be visual feedback of 
selection, an expanded menu or an entire screen mode alternation (for prototype A1). This was 
done to simulate the effects of real interaction. Each screen view was printed unto a normal A4 
paper. The test persons were using a pen as their mouse cursor, moving it around with the tip 
down on the paper simulating on-screen navigation. The technique can best be described as the 
use of index cards with some Wizard of Oz added since there were not cards available for all the 
interactive steps. 
 
The physical models to be tested (paper representation of different screen views) were designed 
to test early like/dislike tendencies in the interface design and the interactive behavior. The low-
fidelity prototypes offer limited error-checking and limited usability and navigation (Preece et al., 
2002) and it is hard to test feedback with such a model as well as visibility of system status. 
Phenomena we cannot test at all include recovery from errors and help and documentation. 
  
The scenarios were tested on the two project-involved user representatives, individually, and with 
me present as an observer on all four occasions. During the scenario walkthroughs we used some 
think-aloud because the user was encouraged to describe her actions and why she acted the way 
she did. After all scenarios had been completed the test person was given private time to answer a 
questionnaire of 22 questions. The questionnaire was used to evaluate the users’ specific opinions 
about certain aspects of the design and the questions were designed to be able to connect user 
experience with design principles such as the general usability goals (Preece et al., 2002). 
 
Examples of questions from the questionnaire using Likert scales: 
8. Was the operation for adding exercises difficult to understand? 
a) Not at all 
b) Kind of difficult 
c) Yes, it was not very pedagogic  
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9. Was the operation for adding exercises difficult to remember once you had understood it? 
a) Not at all 
b) It was ok 
c) Yes it was difficult to remember 
 
By dividing some questions as the example shows I was able to evaluate several usability goals at 
once, in this case I was able to evaluate usability, learnability and memorability at the same time. 
However, it is hard to measure learnability and memorability (Preece et al., 2002) using scenario 
walkthroughs because such application characteristics do not usually appear during short test 
periods (20-30 minutes). 
 
Example of question from the questionnaire using Semantic differential scales: 
22. Which of the following statements apply for this program: 
 
Easy to use                       |_____|_____|_____|_____|_____|   Hard to use 
Attractive design              |_____|_____|_____|_____|_____|   Dull design 
Easy to learn how to use  |_____|_____|_____|_____|_____|   Unchanged usage situation 
Fast to work with             |_____|_____|_____|_____|_____|    Slow to work with 
 
After both test persons had completed scenario walkthroughs and questionnaires I compiled the 
results of my observation and the opinions expressed in the questionnaires to a semi-structured 
interview. Then I interviewed the test persons together, partly directing the interview and partly 
allowing it to be a conversation.  
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6.1.5  Discussion 
In this section I intend to analyze the results from section 6.1.4 applying interaction design 
knowledge and own conclusions based on my user study. The mix between objective results and 
outside conclusions is called a discussion and the full protocol of the discussion, also outlining 
the basic results, is available in Appendix IV.  
 
Pros of A1: 
− It supports the user’s natural workflow. 
− Likeable that the caregiver instructions become an own copy of the rehab program but with 

caregiver instructions.  
− One of the users liked the division of the screen into three different full-screen modes, the 

other one did not. 
− Aesthetically pleasing method for choosing exercise category. 
− Easy method for adding exercises. 
− Okay archive design. 
− Good overall usability. 
− Good at effectively using the screen. 
− Simplistic. 
 
Cons of A1: 
− Information disappears when you switch screen mode. 
− The flaps are too discrete, their function is not obvious. 
− Hard to find the function for changing the number of exercises per page. 
− Ineffective method for selecting exercise category. 
− A little difficult to see the text that needs to be edited. 
− Bad method for editing text. 
− Difficult to find the language selection in the program. 
− Wrong content-orientation for the rehab program. 
− Bad labels on some functions, particularly the flaps. 
 
It seems the key to A1’s pros are good user profiling including understanding the user, her 
context of work and her workflow as well as respecting identified constraints. There is also the 
mentioning of good innovation. The emulation of the user’s workflow was not a complete but an 
overall success in need of improvement. One of the users liked the “flap system” very much but 
also pointed out that as you switch between the full-screen modes some information that exists in 
the other full-screen modes is lost. The other user thought that the flap system suggested a 
hierarchy because she considered the top menu with the common options File, Edit, View, etc. to 
be a main menu and the three flaps to be its subordinates. At first therefore she did not take notice 
of them at all. This indicates failure at providing equitable use (Story et al., 1998). 
 
The prototype did not successfully achieve enough usability requirements such as the usability 
goal Safety (Preece et al., 2002). The users were pleased with the way the caregiver instructions 
were displayed and it seems A1 offered pleasing or very good solutions to the issues stressed in 
section 6.1.1. The horizontal content-orientation was a total failure due to insufficient knowledge 
of the context of use. The users explained that papers with horizontal content-orientation would 
not be appropriate when the rehabilitation programs were stored in physical folders. 
 
Moving on to the major cons it appears that A1 fails to address all or a majority of the functional 
requirements. Consulting Nielsen’s heuristics (Nielsen, 2005); A1 has bad consistency, it is 
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inconsistent at speaking the user’s language and it has vague design standards. It also had 
insufficient support for the user’s control and freedom. 
 
As for minor flaws, A1 also failed to some extent at obeying the user diversity (Shneiderman, 
2000). For the language selection, A1 failed to offer equitable use (Story et al., 1998) and offer a 
clear emergency exit. Some tasks had been supplied with unnecessary steps such as requiring 
extra mouse-clicking which indicates bad awareness of the task analysis. 
 
Pros of B1: 
− Effective method for selecting exercise category. 
− Good method and method accessibility for changing rehab program layout. 
− Innovative use of the right-click menu. 
− Good comprehensibility in that nearly all needed information is constantly displayed. 
− Good selection of displayed information. 
 
Cons of B1: 
− A little difficult to see the text that needs to be edited. 
− Bad method for editing text. 
− Confusing archive design. 
− Difficult to find the language selection in the program. 
− Bad method for moving exercises. 
− Poor design of zoom function. 
− Unclear division of content. 
 
Generally speaking B1’s design was less liked than A1’s yet it had more individual design 
solutions that were applauded. This has to do with the fact that B1 was given more thought than 
A1 but less design work implementing these thoughts into design. The unanimous sense of an 
incomplete interface was therefore understandable. B1’s pros hail the same sources as A1; good 
user and usage knowledge and good innovation. It did support the user’s variety of interaction but 
presented a new workflow the user was not used to. Before discarding the design approach of B1 
it needs to be fed more user knowledge to truly improve the workflow and this effort needs to be 
evaluated again. This goes for the scaling design approach used in the archive too. The users were 
not too fond of it but admitted that perhaps it needed to be visualized better in order to be 
appropriately tested. 
 
Due to its unfinished design it was not as good as A1 at supporting all the tasks described in 
section 5.3.1 as specific usability requirements and its innovative design with the right-click box 
was hard to test using this particular prototype model. The solution of separating caregiver 
instructions and patient instructions was not approved of because the user might want to print also 
the caregiver instructions and that is not possible if these instructions are only available within the 
application as in B1’s manner. 
 
The screen division into only two areas appealed to the users, mostly because it meant that all the 
needed information was constantly displayed, there was no need for switching between different 
full-screen modes like in A1.  
 
The major cons of B1 are not only derived from lower design effort and wrong prototype medium 
for testing. An obvious reason to user dissatisfaction is the parting with recognized user 
workflow. Looking at Nielsen’s heuristics (Nielsen, 2005) we can determine why the users felt 
that the navigation and means of interaction in B1 were vaguer than in A1; they failed to follow a 
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standard. Continuing the heuristic approach we note that B1 had poor match between system and 
reality (it failed to use only terms that the user could relate to). B1 also shared some minor cons 
with A1, the ones that appeared due to identical functions. 
 
6.1.6  Conclusions 
Rettig (Rettig 1994) stated that in high-fidelity prototyping users tend to focus on superficial 
aspects rather than content. To my surprise this was also the case with these low-fidelity 
prototypes. 
 
The paper models and the use of index cards were good methods for testing but the Wizard of Oz 
approach presented a problem for the user because she did not know which interactive steps were 
pre-designed and which were not. I like the Wizard of Oz approach because it allows me to test 
features that are not really testable at this state such as feedback and visibility of system status. 
None the less I have to respect the user confusion and if I want to keep the Wizard of Oz 
approach in the next test period I must concentrate more effort on pre-designing different 
interactive pathways. 
 
An important conclusion regarding icons and labels was that the users said they preferred text 
labels over bad icons but preferred good icons over good text labels. They also emphasized the 
dangers of using hand symbols in a program like this one since a hand can mean virtually 
anything. We agreed that hand symbols and metaphors shall be avoided altogether. 
 
I forgot an important thing during the evaluation; evaluate the one who controls the process and 
the relationships between evaluator and users during the evaluation (Preece et al., 2002, p. 343). 
In the upcoming evaluations I must also evaluate my own role in the scenario walkthroughs, the 
scenarios’ formulation and contextual importance and the relevance of the questionnaire. One 
thing I learned though without evaluation is that the users have a tendency of forgetting what they 
have done when they come to the questionnaire and we have to backtrack to make them 
remember. In the next scenario walkthrough I will instead divide the questionnaire and include 
the questions after each scenario to help the user recall more easily. 
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6.2  Iteration 2 – Redesign, evaluate, redesign 
 
6.2.1  Introduction 
Overall design conclusions from iteration one were the demands for Undo, Redo and Delete 
functions, a new and better method for editing text and complete removal of the zoom tool. The 
zoom tool had caused an unnatural intervention because the users wanted to edit the text right 
away, not have to first zoom in to edit. Besides disrupting the natural workflow, zooming is a 
feature that should be used very carefully in interface design. 
 

Zooming, particularly continuous zooming, is the most difficult type of navigation for 
most users so its use should be discretionary, not a requirement (Cooper et al., 2003, p. 
148). 

 
One user felt that the flap system was good but needed to solve the problem that the information 
in each other full-screen disappeared when switching screen mode. The other user did not think it 
was a very good system at all and thought that the flaps were too discretely designed despite their 
important function. Both users liked the idea of making the caregiver instructions an own 
document.  
 
General pros of B1 were the dropdown list for selecting exercise category, good method and 
method accessibility for changing rehab program exercise layout and the fact that the variety of 
interactive modes (browsing, editing) were visible all the time. 
 
B1’s main cons were failure to print caregiver instructions and a confusing way of working, 
parting from the natural workflow. A1’s general cons were the wrong choice of content-
orientation in the rehab program and various bad function designs. 
 
6.2.2  Purpose 
This iteration was performed with very little user involvement. Its main objective was to redesign 
and evaluate the prototypes using conclusions from the first iteration, test the prototypes using 
interaction design theories and to explore new innovations. The purpose of the physical work was 
to generate two improved low-fidelity prototypes for future user-testing. 
 
6.2.3  Method 
To be able to show on-screen text that was editable without zooming I had to determine how big 
that text needed to be to be comprehensible. I summoned the involved users and we made some 
tests reading different sizes of text on the screen. We also tried aliased and anti-aliased text and 
different fonts. A smallest acceptable text size was established. After that I counted all the 
characters of the patient instruction text and the caregiver instruction text of all the exercises to 
determine the average amount of text to be displayed. 
 
The fear of too early locking on to two definite design approaches led me to try two new design 
approaches. The first one used the idea from B1 that the variety of interactive tasks were visible 
all the time but instead of having a vertically divided screen it would be divided horizontally. 
Because there was a focus on comprehensible text size I could not test this design alternative by 
using pen and paper, it had to be done in a design program. As illustrated in Figure 6.8, it was a 
failure because the minimal screen width could only accommodate three exercises at a time and it 
made poor use of the screen. 
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Figure 6.8 – A third design approach with horizontal screen division 
 
I also started an attempt to create a prototype based on the merging of A1 and B1. This was 
cancelled however as I realized that A1 and B1 needed to be developed further on their own. I 
needed more likeable prototype attributes to work with before attempting any merging. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.9 – An aborted design approach meant to merge A1 and B1 
 
Instead of inventing something entirely new I focused effort on improving A1 and B1 
individually based on recognized pros and cons. Each version was tested by referring to the first 
iteration’s evaluation and different design principles including Story et al.’s seven design 
principles (1998) and Nielsen’s heuristics (2005). In the design process I tried hard to give both 
prototypes the same design attention and even give B1 more attention in order to have two 
equally thorough prototypes to test.  
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Design approach A 
When redesigning A1 I focused on keeping the idea of three different screen modes to represent 
three different working modes and an own document for the caregiver instructions but I wanted to 
keep all interaction modes visible at all times like in B1. Also, I wanted to make the flaps and 
their functions more conspicuous. Naturally this could not be accomplished by using the old full-
screen approach. When pondering about the solution for A1 I came across the conclusion that 
although A1 had successfully emulated the workflow that might not necessarily be a good thing. 
By making a successful emulation I had incorporated both good and bad aspects of the natural 
work. The user dissatisfaction with the flap system could be rooted in the fact that it did not use 
available technology to improve the user’s work as intended with B1. 
 
Example of how design can improve a task 
When browsing through a textbook one often finds several sections of interest. When you find 
something useful in chapter five you have to mark that page somehow (making a dog’s ear or 
placing a bookmark, etc.) otherwise you will not retrieve the information fast enough after you’ve 
moved on to another chapter. If we were to make an interface interpretation of the reading of a 
book and emulate the natural workflow and tasks we would have to let the user make electronic 
bookmarks that could be clicked to return to a particular page. This would be a good imitation or 
emulation in the meaning that it would have a natural match between system and reality; using a 
metaphor that the user could recognize. However, by emulating the natural workflow we might 
not necessarily be using technology to improve it. While the task to be performed is retrieving 
information on previous pages of interest, the user’s goal for doing so may be to compare the 
different pieces of information. 
 
In a physical textbook you cannot display pages from different chapters at the same time but that 
can easily be done on a computer screen, so why shouldn’t we? Let’s say the user finds a piece of 
text in chapter five, page 90, interesting. She marks the lines of text using some kind of marking 
tool and continues to turn the pages of the electronic book. On page 120 she stumbles across 
some information that relates to the one on page 90 and she needs to compare the two pieces of 
text. She clicks on the bookmark representing chapter five, page 90 and we bring forth a little 
window showing the marked content of interest. At the same time page 120 is still visible.  
 
As described in this example, design might not necessarily have to emulate workflow in order to 
satisfy the user. By determining the user’s underlying motivation (usability goals or user 
experience goals) we can use design to improve ineffective aspects of how a task is naturally 
performed. For low-fidelity prototype A1 I had used flaps exactly like the ones used in Microsoft 
Excel. That system could easily be compared to placing bookmarks in the textbook. By doing so 
each layer of content is only visible individually and although it complied with the user’s natural 
order of accomplishing tasks it failed to achieve usability goals. I came up with a new solution for 
keeping the flap system yet always showing the needed content; the frame system. 
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Figure 6.10 – Prototype A2 illustrating the first version of the frame system. 
 
The main benefit of the frame system was that it could show the patient’s document, the 
caregiver’s document and the archive at the same time. The solution was making the area where 
the attention was focused into the biggest frame and letting the two other areas of work be 
smaller. If the user wanted she could make the frame of interest full-screen. Naturally as Figure 
6.10 illustrates, the problem with the flaps’ discretion was eliminated in this new design. 
Although this model solved the information visibility problem to some extent, during evaluation I 
found that if the user wanted to work with the rehab program or view the caregiver document, she 
would still need to go into full-screen mode. A new approach was crafted. 

 
Figure 6.11 – Prototype A3 with archive 
maximized. 
This figure shows the A3 interface 
when the archive is active. The user 
adds exercises from the archive to the 
rehab program like before and when 
she wants to edit the text of the 
exercises she has added, she clicks the 
maximize window button of the 
leftmost Frame to expand it. The new 
view is shown in Figure 6.11. 
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Figure 6.12 – Prototype A3 with the rehab 
program maximized. 
When the user wants to work with the 
rehab program she maximizes that 
frame which produces this screen. By 
maximizing frame one she pushes 
away the content to the right of it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
To be able to produce prototype A2 and A3 I had to do some backwards optimization. The final 
rehabilitation program paper has some physical constraints as to how the content must look in 
order to be comprehensive. This awareness creates some relationships between text size, image 
size and paper size. In the application we show a representation of the real rehab program and 
because we want to avoid a zoom-function the text must have at least the previously determined 
minimum size (section 6.2.3). The final paper’s size and layout decides the size and layout of the 
on-screen paper representation and that representation’s size is decided by how small the text 
needs to be for being comprehensive on the screen. This new physical constraint along with the 
minimum allowed screen resolution decides how the paper representation will appear on screen. 
As illustrated in Figure 6.12, I was able to fit the entire paper on screen and maintain the ability to 
change the text without zooming. One problem still remained though; all three frames were not 
visible all the time. To solve this last problem I found myself using a metaphor from the real 
world I thought I would never try: the sloppy desk. 
 
In his study of office environments, Malone (1983) discovered that it did not matter whether 
people had tidy or messy offices. Although messy offices were generally regarded as chaotic with 
paper piles everywhere, and tidy offices were considered structured with papers neatly filed into 
folders or cabinets, the manner of paper organization did not imply how well the information was 
structured. Malone’s observations suggest that the use of piles whether it’s literally a pile or 
papers compiled in a folder or the use of several piles whether they are all over the place or neatly 
tucked into drawers, are simply different means of structure. 
 
I used my own sloppy desk as a model. Although I had paper piles everywhere I always knew 
where one pile was and what it contained because I had memorized where I had last put it. If I 
could not remember where the particular pile was I would look around to identify some kind of 
significant attribute like the color of the paper or whether the text on the paper was hand- or 
computer-written, to aid my search. In psychology, this search process translates into that I first 
used recall and when that method failed I proceeded to use recognition (Lansdale & Edmonds, 
1992). 
 
Low-fidelity prototype A3 had only three different views (or, using the metaphor, piles of papers) 
that needed to be remembered or investigated. I asked myself: By representing the three main 
areas as miniature views when they are not active; can we produce the effect that the user feels 
they are still active simply because she can still monitor all three views? Would such a 
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recognition strategy be enough for the user or would she still need to see all the content of each 
view? I consulted the usability goals and user profile to find out which information was sufficient 
enough to suppress the user’s need to see the whole area. I came up with these key elements for 
each area of work: 
 
Frame 1 - The rehabilitation program area: 
− The number of added exercises. 
− The current page. 
− The current layout (A4/2, A4/4, A4/6). 
− A preview of the rehab program. 
− The type of injury being treated. 
− The name of the rehab program. 
− Today’s date. 
 
Frame 2 - The archive: 
− Maybe a miniature view of the currently open archive. 
 
Frame 3 - The caregiver’s document: 
− The number of added exercises. 
− The current page. 
− The chosen layout. 
− A preview of the caregiver’s document. 
 
The result is shown below in Figures 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15 and bigger versions of the pictures are 
available in Appendix V. 

 
Figure 6.13 – Prototype A4 with 
Frame 2 active. 
This is how the interface looks like 
when the user is operating within 
the Archive (Frame 2). When she 
adds exercises the effect is seen in 
the miniature views so she can 
continue working in the archive 
while keeping track of the other 
views. In the two smaller views we 
always see the information 
determined to be the most vital. 
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Figure 6.14 – Prototype A4 with 
Frame 1 active. 
This is how the interface looks 
when the user is managing the rehab 
program (Frame 1 is maximized). 
Now the user can see a large-scale 
view of the rehab program but she 
can still feel that the two other 
views have not disappeared. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6.15 – Prototype A4 with 
Frame 3 active. 
This is the interface appearance 
when the user is looking at the 
caregiver’s document (Frame 3 is 
active). The blue text indicates that 
it is the caregiver’s instructions. The 
caregiver’s document is not editable 
which is illustrated by shading of 
the edit tools displayed in the 
“toolbar’s” center. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The rehab frame and the caregiver frame each have an eye-icon. The idea behind those is that a 
frame is only printed if the eye is open. By clicking the eye the user disables that document to be 
printed. This solution was implemented to avoid a pop-up window asking the user what she wants 
to print. 
 
The system for editing text in A1 was not satisfactory, it was poorly designed and did neither 
emulate nor improve the current workflow. The new system for editing text in A4 meant 
maximizing Frame 1 and clicking on the text. To either save the change or escape from the text 
editing mode, the user would click somewhere outside the text area.  
 
After solving the general design problems of A1 it was time to present solutions to all the other 
recognized design flaws such as the look and accessibility of certain icons and producing some 
kind of look-and-feel and navigational standard and consistency. I continued down the interactive 
path marked out by A1, using logical constraints as basis for what would happen when the user 
clicked on something that could be clicked and in accordance to the conclusions of section 6.1.4, I 
put a lot of design effort into visualizing effects such as selection’s visible feedback and shading 
of disabled options. I continued investigating what type of labels and language the user would 
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like and tried to be consistent by using only text-label buttons and no icons. The exception for this 
were the standard toolbar icons New, Open, Save, Print and Undo which I took directly from 
Microsoft Word. To select more than one object I used the Windows-derived standards of 
clicking while holding down Shift, Control or Alt. 
 
I added a new division suggestion to the rehab page by dividing the content only horizontally, this 
produced two new layout options: A4/3 and A4/5. 
 
Design approach B 
B1 had many individual design solutions that the user liked but its overall design rating had not 
been too high. One of the main problems for this was that the innovative design had not been 
successfully emancipated by the paper models. Therefore I decided to give approach B one more 
go and focus effort on visualizing the dynamic design effects better in the different screen views. 
 
I came to the conclusion that my intention behind the screen division in B1 was not as obvious as 
the one in A1. In approach A the screen division had been made obvious by the flap system: This 
is where I add exercises, this is where I edit exercises and this is where I can check my caregiver 
document. Each area of work had a strong purpose that reflected in the design. In B1 there was a 
problem with where to focus attention. I did an evaluation of B1 using Story et al.’s (1998) seven 
principles of universal design and I discovered that B1 failed on being simple and intuitive to use 
and on requiring low physical effort.  
 
B1 was supposed to present a new, improved workflow and I realized that I had failed that goal. I 
performed two short, structured telephone interviews to better understand the workflow and I 
started to realize that A1 and B1 were really not that different and that was the problem. I did a 
task analysis of the procedure for editing text and compared A1, B1 and the existing program I 
had tested earlier. Not only did it shock me that neither A1 nor B1 was improving the bad system 
of the existing program, it became obvious that A1 and B1 were not very different. 
 

 
 

Figure 6.16 – Task analysis comparing A1, B1 and an existing program at the editing of text 
 
The new task analysis made it clear that B1 had not been perceived as very different from A1 and 
the advantage of having all the content available at once had failed because the content was not 
editable at once. I began thinking about an alternate chain of events. The natural workflow and 
the metaphor of having an archive, required that an exercise would have to be added first before 
editing. After adding an exercise the application could automatically prompt the user to edit the 
text by displaying a blinking vertical mark like the one used in Microsoft Word at the beginning 
of the text but this could easily become a source of irritation or distraction (Cooper et al., 2003). 
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I decide to rule out that alternative giving the user the choice of what to do next. If the next choice 
of action was indeed to edit the text then she would need to click on the text or on something else 
to allow the text to enter “edit mode”. Counting the adding of an exercise as one click even 
though technically it is double-clicking then we would now have forced the user to click twice. 
That was three steps less than with the original B1 method. 
 
This new method for editing text without zooming demanded that the text could be displayed 
somewhere on the screen in comprehensible size. This sort of visibility already existed in B1 in 
the preview area. I redesigned this area for the new purpose and also moved it to the left area so 
that it became a more natural part of the rehab program. This also made the distinction between 
the two screen areas clearer: On the left side you edit and manage the rehabilitation program and 
on the right side you browse in the archive. I also moved the caregiver instructions to left side for 
this purpose. The caregiver instructions box was given a new colour to better distinguish it from 
the rest of the content in the left area and with the thought to make an icon with that colour for 
hiding/showing. The criticism that the caregiver instructions would still need to be printable I 
solved by adding a pop-up window that was issued when the user clicked on Print. The pop-up 
window asked the user if she would like to print the rehab program alone, rehab program with 
caregiver instructions or just the caregiver instructions. 
 
The rehab area of B1 had displayed a big version of the final rehab program but since it was not 
editable without zooming it had merely been a really big preview. Thus when I moved the 
exercise preview box to the left screen area it felt natural to keep the “preview” of the rehab 
program but to make it an actual miniature view. 
 
For the new B approach I decided to discard the right-click menu and replace that system with 
icons in a toolbar. In A4 I had focused on supplying all the buttons with explanatory labels so in 
the new B interface I wanted to use only icons. In the semi-structured interviews conducted the 
day after the first prototype tests, when asked about their preference between icons and labels the 
users had stated: 
 

We prefer text labels over incomprehensible icons but good icons over text. 
 
I used the knowledge attained in the A interface redesign process to choose what information 
needed to be displayed and I continued using the old page divisions of A4/2, A4/4 and A4/6 that 
the users had liked with B1 and continued dividing the page both horizontally and vertically to 
accommodate the exercises. Due to some design experimenting with icons and highlighting B1 
evolved through B2 into B3. The figures showing Prototype B3 are also available in larger format 
in Appendix VI. 
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Figure 6.17 – Prototype B3: previewing. 
The user has clicked on a small exercise 
in the archive and thus made it statically 
appear in the editing box in the top left. 
By clicking on anywhere in the text area 
she will be able to edit the text. Below 
the edit box we see the caregiver text 
box that is yellow. In the bottom of the 
left area is the preview of the finished 
rehab program. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6.18 – Prototype B3 with caregiver 
instructions hidden. 
This figure shows a screen when the 
user has just hidden the caregiver 
instructions by clicking on the icon with 
blue outline. As a result the miniature 
view is expanded on the height allowing 
us to see more of the rehab program. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6.19 – Prototype B3 displaying 
added interactivity. 
As illustrated there was more effort put 
into simulating the interaction with B3 
than with B1. Here we see the File 
dropdown menu and also an alert pop-
up asking us if we really want to switch 
places of the two exercises. 
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Both design approaches now had a dropdown list for selecting exercise category and from an 
evaluative point of view this was not good. I wanted them to be different in some way and it was 
not sufficient only to change the design of the dropdown list. I decided to use the principles of an 
adaptive user interface. 
 

Personalized user adaptive systems obtain preferences from their interactions with users, 
keep summaries of these preferences in a user model, and utilize this model to generate 
customized information or behavior. The goal of this customization is to increase the 
quality and appropriateness of both the interaction and the result(s) generated for each 
user (Thompson et al., 2004, p. 395).  

 
I decided that the order in which the categories appeared in the dropdown list would be decided 
by the user’s frequency of selecting them making the most popular categories appear first. Also, 
the order in which the exercises appeared in the archive would be decided by the number of times 
they had been added to rehab programs.  
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6.2.4  Test and evaluation 
Equipped with the new prototypes A4 and B3, and conclusions from the previous user tests it was 
time to once again summon the two involved primary user representatives. Just like in iteration 
one, testing and evaluation was given two whole working days. On the first day we performed 
observed contextual scenario walkthroughs and the users filled out questionnaires. On day two I 
had compiled the results from day one into questions and conducted a semi-structured interview. 
 
The scenarios were the same as in the first iteration but now the questions of the questionnaire 
were integrated in the scenarios by appearing after each scenario instead of coming after all the 
scenarios had been completed. The purpose of this iteration was to receive more feedback on the 
prototypes and hopefully be able to move on by either skipping one prototype or merging them 
into one final prototype.  
 
6.2.5  Discussion 
Pros of A4: 
− Easy and effective method for adding exercises (the dropdown menu). 
− The label “Save change” had an understandable meaning. 
− The ability to save using icon, menu and accelerator (Ctrl+S) is greatly appreciated. 
− Very good that all choices that cannot be made are shaded. 
− The system of clicking or dragging while holding down a button is logical. 
− Finally there is a header available where one can write overall rehab program details such as 

name of the patient and the date of issue. 
− Both users liked the use of more colors in the design but one of them did not like the specific 

colors. 
 
Cons of A4: 
− The idea that double-clicking on a frame expands it is not obvious. 
− The label “Save change” can be interpreted as “Save document”. 
− Pop-up windows asking the user if she really wants to remove the exercise, move the exercise 

or mirror the image are irritating, not helpful. 
− The idea of the eye icon is impossible to understand. 
− The system of clicking or dragging while holding down a button is illogical. 
− The system for moving is not very good at all. 
 
In this iteration there was an unwanted focus on superficial aspects and also there was a 
completely different dialogue between users and the designer. The reasons for this will be 
thoroughly explained in section 6.2.6. 
 
A4 received much more positive criticism than A1 had and the addressed cons were never as 
critical as with A1. The users did not like the pop-up windows asking them if they really wanted 
to delete the exercises or mirror the text, they considered them to be irritating rather than helpful. 
To implement pop-ups was a designer error since the opinion had already been uttered and noted 
in the user profile during the data gathering. The users felt that such pop-ups should not appear 
for actions that were still undoable and should only appear for critical actions such as exiting 
without saving. From interviews and think-aloud protocols it also became obvious that the system 
for maximizing and minimizing the different frames was inconsistent. 
 
One of the users thought that pressing Shift or Control while clicking was an illogical assumption 
and even though that opinion originated from the fact that she had never used those kind of 
commands in Windows before she addressed an interesting flaw in the way the test was carried 
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out: How can I press Shift or Control if have no keyboard? Obviously I had forgotten to supply a 
keyboard or a keyboard representation. 
 
Pros of B3: 
− Icons generally conceived as good or very good. 
 
Cons of B3: 
− The order in which the categories are displayed in the dropdown list and the sequence in 

which they are displayed in the archive shall always be the same. 
− It is not sufficient to only see a preview of the final rehab program. The user needs to see a 

large-scale view of the final rehab document and that view should be editable like in A1 and 
not just a Print preview. 

− The icon for saving the text change was not obvious but could be determined by comparing it 
to the other icons. 

− There should not be an icon for approving text change, the system in A4 was better. 
− One of the users felt the system of using the magnifying box both as a larger view of the 

exercise while browsing and as an edit box for editing added exercises was strongly 
irrational. 

− The move function is acceptable but not good or great. 
 
An interesting problem that the users addressed was their dislike of the button for approving a 
text change. This button was implemented from a designer’s point of view as a means of “getting 
out” of the text editing mode. It failed because the user had never needed such a button before and 
thus she never thought of looking for it when she had finished editing the text. When she couldn’t 
proceed without clicking the button she became irritated. This design error is clearly a failure at 
acknowledging logical constraints (Norman, 1998) because the user had never learned to use such 
a button. 
 
Despite a better visualization of how mouse hovering in the archive would bring forth a 
magnified version of the exercise in the rehab area, the users did not like this system. They also 
agreed that the “tip of the day” system was not good because it failed to capture the actual use of 
the caregiver instructions. Their main discontent with B3 was that the design reminded them of 
the program which I had previously tested which they did not like at all. The idea of making the 
caregiver text’s box yellow was seen as bad and the overall design rating was that there was no 
consistency, that it felt messy. 
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6.2.6  Conclusions 
The users found the situations outlined in the scenarios to be good at capturing real work 
assignments. They thought that the new prototypes and mainly the new paper models were more 
professional in their design and that they better visualized the interaction than the earlier 
prototypes. They experienced no discomfort during the observations but this opinion may very 
well origin from that this was their third time performing observed scenario walkthroughs with 
think-aloud and that they were already accustomed to the procedure. When evaluating my role as 
evaluator and observer both users wrote that the tests felt professional, well structured and well 
prepared. The new evaluation with questions after each scenario was considered an improvement. 
 
The negative user feedback was that the instructions for some scenarios were a bit lengthy and 
that some steps, i.e., “Save the rehab program with a different name” could have been left out. 
They also felt that there could have been more variation between the scenarios for the two 
different prototypes. Although it is very tedious to repeat the same scenarios for both prototypes it 
can unfortunately not be helped because without equal scenarios it’s hard to compare the two 
prototypes. 
 
During the tests and evaluations I noticed that the user-designer dialogue had changed drastically 
since the first iteration. Instead of just identifying likes and dislikes the users would often discuss 
why they liked or disliked something and also try to come up with suitable solutions. This change 
in user behaviour was both wanted and unwanted. It was a good thing because it made it easier 
for me to find out the whys of user likes and dislikes and also get the user’s perspective on solving 
design problems. It was unwanted because it proved that after continuous involvement in the 
design phase the users had started to think more like designers. 
 
Because of high design detail in the prototypes (Rettig, 1994, Preece, et al., 2002) the evaluation 
and user feedback tended to focus on superficial aspects such as the design for particular controls 
rather than all-embracing aspects. This suggests a failure from my side to direct the conversation 
but in a semi-constructed interview this can be hard to do when the interview becomes discussion 
rather than questions and answers. Because of this I ended up with long lists of design-specific 
problems that needed to be solved and fewer comprehensive opinions. I have not decided to 
present all these opinions here, only the most important of them will be addressed in the next 
iteration’s redesign phase. 
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6.3  Iteration 3 – Mid-fidelity prototype 
 
6.3.1  Introduction 
The purpose of the user-testing phase of iteration 2 had been to eliminate one of the prototypes in 
one way or the other and although the evaluation had focused too much on design details the 
design team now agreed that it was time to start building one final prototype (final in the sense 
that it would be the last low-fidelity prototype).  
 
Both users had expressed both good and bad design remarks in A4 and B3 but A4 had been better 
than B3 at thinking like the user. Therefore I based the new prototype on A4. 
I began compiling all the evaluation data to determine which functions I would keep in A4, which 
were considered better in B3, which of these could translate into A4 and what problems still 
remained to be solved. Instead of presenting all the specific opinions about everything from color 
variant, font-type and icon proposals I have chosen to focus on the major opinions and problems. 
Instead of listing all the pros and cons of A4 and B3 like before I have summarized these into 
simply what the user wants and doesn’t want in the new prototype. A more exhaustive list is 
available in Appendix VII. 
 
Renewed user requirements: 
− The frame system of approach A but with a better system for expanding and contracting the 

frames. 
− Visibility of the necessary information for each frame available all the time. 
− Comprehensible icons for the frequently used operations. 
− Comprehensible and logical controls to perform the necessary operations. 
− Accelerator and top menu representation for all the frequently used operations. 
− Discrete yet conspicuous visual feedback. 
− A clear set of rules for how to properly interact with the interface. 
− Rehab program divided both horizontally and vertically (as in B3). 
− Three layout choices: 2, 4 or 6 exercises per page. 
− Same appearance of exercises in archive, rehab view and on the rehab program. 
− Ability to view and edit the rehab program or view caregiver document in large, 

comprehensible size. 
− A non-adaptive system, information shall always appear in the same manner at the same 

position. 
− Use of terms the user can relate to and understand. 
− The choice of printing either rehab program, caregiver document or both. 
− Warning messages only for critical, non-undoable actions. 
 
These are the vital conclusions of what the user wants in the new prototype, derived from 
expressed pros and cons of A4 and B3. There are many items in this list that can be traced back to 
the requirements listed in section 5.3 and also to usability goals (Preece et al., 2002; Norman, 
2004; Nielsen, 2005) and principles for universal design (Shneiderman, 2000; Story et al., 1998). 
Many of these items have already been partially or fully solved by either A4 or B3 but some 
important problems still remained to be solved: 
 
• The dynamics of an exercise’s structure in the rehab program 
• A clear system for how selections behave 
• Still no acceptable method of switching places of exercises 
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6.3.2  Purpose 
End the low-fidelity prototyping by arriving at an acceptable prototype to be transformed into 
program code. 
 
6.3.3  Method 
Besides implementing the conclusions derived from the pros and cons of A4 and B3 there were 
the three key problems that needed careful attention. I estimated that the first would be done 
faster than the latter because it would not be time-effective to solve the three key problems in 
low-fidelity prototype mode. They were all contextually dependent and could not be properly 
addressed on a piece of paper. To solve them effectively I needed to construct a high-fidelity 
prototype to thoroughly test them but unfortunately I had neither time nor knowledge to do so and 
therefore I had to come up with a new method for testing them or simply leave them for the high-
fidelity prototyping (the programming phase). I choose to do both; by creating a new prototype – 
AB1 out of the ashes of A4 and B3, adding the easily incorporated design improvements. This 
new low-fidelity prototype would not be tested and evaluated using the previous methods instead 
it would become a mid-fidelity prototype. The mid-fidelity prototype would actually not be very 
different in detail from the low-fidelity prototypes tested in iteration two who already offered a 
highly detailed interaction but it would be different in test method. It would not be tested using 
contextual scenario walkthroughs on paper models; it would be tested on-screen like a high-
fidelity prototype using Wizard of Oz techniques by facilitating the layer functions of Adobe 
Photoshop CS. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.20 – Low-fidelity prototype AB1 
 
The mid-level prototype was called AB1 and one of its initial looks is displayed above in Figure 
6.20. AB1 was filled with all the design implementations that could easily be changed during the 
evaluation to immediately show the project-involved users the result of their suggestions. After 
AB1 was complete I analyzed the three key problems to see if they could be represented in the 
mid-level prototype or if I had to accept the fact that they needed to be dealt with during the 
programming phase. 
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Exercise dynamics 
The design team (myself and the involved users) had established that there should be three 
standard layouts for the rehab program and this solution was the product of much testing and 
discussion and was not implemented to limit the user’s freedom but to make her work easier and 
faster. It was meant as a way of creating physical constraints to guide her (Norman, 1998). An 
important advantage of having fixed layouts was that the user would not have to spend time on 
moving around text and images trying to come up with a good design. Such work would be error-
prone because the user would have to learn by doing. She would not be able to rely on, like the 
design team, the research studies of how many exercises were pedagogically and aesthetically 
justifiable to publish and in what design pattern. She would probably also encounter problems 
with printer margins. Because of this, the design work would become very time-consuming, 
draining time from more important tasks to be carried out. 
 
Another advantage of fixed layouts was that after making changes to the document the 
application would already have prepared methods for correcting all the content to maintain a 
pleasant layout. If the user suddenly wanted to have six exercises per page she would only have to 
click a button and all the exercises would be formatted into the new layout. To be able to produce 
this effect completely I would have to determine how the content of the rehab program should 
behave when the user manipulated it. This had not been given much attention until this point. 
 
Because the text could be edited it meant, technically, that after adding a number of rows the text 
would become too large for the square in the design intended to fit the exercise’s image and text. 
What should happen to that exercise’s content, how should it be displayed and what should 
happen to the rest of the exercises in the rehab program? The users had proposed that each layout 
would have a limited number of allowed rows of text but I did not like that alternative because I 
thought it would intrude on user freedom. Also it would mean that an exercise in a layout with six 
exercises per page would have very few rows of text. What would then happen if we switched 
layout? Imagine heeding the involved users’ suggestion. The user makes a text change with 
layout 4 active, obeying the rules and writing only five rows of text. Then she changes her mind 
and switches to layout 6. How should the interface respond? Should it hide the rows of the 
exercise that exceeded layout 6’s maximum row amount and thereby force the user to choose 
between switching back to layout 4 or spend countless minutes of rephrasing the text to make it 
one line shorter? 
 
Because the dynamics of the exercises is a problem that has many contributing factors and 
changes instantly I found it hard to visualize it in the mid-fidelity prototype and decided to 
postpone its solution to the high-fidelity prototyping. 
 
System for selection 
This may seem trivial but it is a very important part of the interactive experience because it has to 
obey logical and cultural constraints to correctly answer the user’s expectations of what happens 
when she performs a certain action (Cooper et al., 2003; Norman, 2004). The interface would 
require many objects of different types that would have to give visual feedback of being selected. 
The users had discovered the lack of a standard when they were clicking on exercises. In the 
contextual scenario walkthroughs, when an object was clicked, I would add a piece of paper 
showing a blue outline around the object. The user would then click on the appropriate command, 
an inappropriate command, on the object itself again or on a surface that did not afford clicking. 
For each of these different scenario developments, how should the selection react? When should 
it remain and when would it disappear? In the same way that left-clicking, right-clicking and 
double-clicking needed to follow a standard to live up to the user’s expectations of what should 
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happen, there had to be a system for how selections behaved. Cooper et al. (2003) helped me 
connect my problem to already established theory and find a solution. 
 
The users had disagreed on how action and effect would connect to selection. There were two 
attitudes: Select object, Click manipulator and Click manipulator, Select object.  
 
There was also dissonance as to when the selection should disappear:  
Selection shall disappear to emphasize that manipulation has been carried out successfully, or: 
The change of the content is emphasis enough and the selection should remain until the user 
clicks on something else.  
 
In software design these differences in interactive behaviour are already well-known. The first 
issue is called object-verb versus verb-object order (Cooper et al, 2003, p. 281). They each 
present a different responsibility for the user and for the system. In object-verb order, the user 
selects the object(s) and the system must then keep track of the selection(s) until the user clicks 
on the verb to execute the manipulation. The mechanism for remembering the object is what we 
call selection. The verb-object order is really not a selection because we don’t call a clicked 
button a selected button; we call it an activated button. 
 

When you invoke a verb (in other words, a command), you may do it with the same type 
of click action you used to select the data; however, commands are rarely presented as 
objects that possess a selection state. Selectable objects are typically those that can be 
operated upon (Cooper et al., 2003, p. 282). 

 
In the latter of our two examples of how users perceived selection, one of the users stated that she 
wanted the visual representation of the selection to remain after the command had been issued 
and the manipulation had been carried out. This violates what in software terms is called mutual 
exclusion; an object remains selected until a user selects something else (Cooper et al., 2003). By 
clicking on an exercise, producing a visual selection and then clicking on a tool button which 
performs a command, the rule of mutual exclusion would cause the selected object to be 
deselected. Although I agree to some extent with the user that it is convenient that a selection still 
appears after the manipulation is complete if the user still wants to continue manipulating the 
same object, this type of individual behaviour would produce an unwanted exception to the 
selection system. 
 
My conclusions from this analysis were that the interface would use an object-verb order and that 
the user by executing a command or clicking on something else would cause the selection to 
disappear. 
 
Method for switching exercises 
There had been numerous attempts to create an acceptable method for switching places of two 
exercises, some had worked better than others but none had been a total success. The last method 
to be tried was the one in A4 where you would first click exercise one producing a blue outline, 
hold down the Control or Shift key, and then click on exercise two. You would then have two 
marked exercises with blue squares around them indicating that they were selected. The next step 
was then to click on the verb (a button with an icon illustrating place switch) and then the 
exercises would switch places. This functioned well when changing places of two exercises on 
the same page but what happened when you wanted to switch places of exercise one and exercise 
nine? Depending on layout, exercise nine would be located at page five, three or two but the 
problem would be the same: it would not be possible to show both selected exercises at the same 
time since you would have to change page in order to select the second exercise. Although not a 
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likely scenario, it could happen. In software terms, this produces a conflict between discrete and 
contiguous selection (Cooper et al., 2003).  
 
The biggest challenge to solving the switch places operation was because it was the only 
command that needed more than one object to be selected at once. From the evaluation I had 
learned the danger of assuming that all users knew the common Shift+click and Control+click 
operations of Microsoft Windows and thus I wanted to avoid such logical constraints. Also, I did 
not want inconsistency in the application by allowing one unique function to have two objects 
selected at the same time. This would clearly cause user frustration, resulting in questions such as: 
How come I can select two exercises at once when I want to switch places but not when I want to 
delete several exercises from the rehab program or perhaps add several exercises from the archive 
at the same time? 
 
At this time I had already solved the selection system problem so I had fresh knowledge of the 
different “rules” for selections. I focused effort on that the problem resided in an unwanted 
double-selection and asked; How can I switch places of two exercises without selecting them 
both? The only method I could think of was to, for each layout, have the option to switch number 
with number (similar to the method used in the right-click menu of B1). 
 
For example, in layout 4 there are four exercises on each page. To switch places between exercise 
1 and 9 I would simply state that 1 and 9 should change places. This could either be done by 
adding two small text boxes where the user could type in the numbers of the two exercises or by 
using a more graphical representation, showing miniature pages with numbers instead of 
exercises. There existed no logical place in the interface to have two small text boxes where the 
user could type 1 and 9 so I decided to go for the graphical approach. The only major problem I 
could discern with that approach was that it would be graphically impossible to envision from a 
scalability point of view. Let’s say that the user had a rehab program that was 10 pages long, how 
on earth would we fit 10 miniature pages in an aesthetically pleasing manner? Even though it was 
extremely unlikely that the user would have a rehab program that was 10 pages long I could not 
discard universal design; I had to respect all remotely plausible scenarios.  
 
Instead of inventing the wheel again I started looking for existing solutions to the problem. When 
I was still unable to find anything that supported the switch exercise method I contacted the users 
to understand why the user needed such a function and how it was going to be used. The user 
explained that since the natural workflow was carefully selecting exercises, the switch places 
function would not be frequently used. She also explained that a standard rehab program would 
probably never exceed more than three to four pages depending on chosen layout. With this new 
understanding of the workflow I decided to suggest a completely new solution: the move method. 
 
The idea of the move method is really simple: You select the object you want to move and then 
you click either Move Left or Move Right. Each time you click one of these choices the exercises 
jumps one place in the chosen direction. When the exercise reaches the end of the page it cannot 
be moved further in that direction unless there are more pages. As the exercises changes to a 
different page the interface would update the content, always showing us the page where the 
exercise was. Using the old example of changing places between exercise 1 and 9 and with the 
layout predicted to be standard – layout 4, the taskflow would look like this: 
 
1. Click on exercise 1 to select it,  
2. Click eight times on Move Left 
10. Click on exercise 9 (which is now exercise eight), 
11. Click on Move Right seven times. 
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From a task analysis point of view this would demand seventeen left-clicks which is not very 
effective and does not exactly require low physical effort (Story et al., 1998; Preece et al., 2002) 
but; what happens when we add flexibility in use (Story et al., 1998) by associating Move Left 
and Move Right each with an accelerator (short-command)? We would still require the user to 
perform seventeen actions but only two of them would be mouse-clicking, the rest would be using 
accelerators. 
 
I reside in the category of people who like accelerators and, as stated in the user profile, so does 
the primary users. Although requiring someone to repeat an action nine times is not very 
effective, anyone would agree that it is a lot faster and less error-prone to hold down the Control 
key and hit the Z key nine times than to repeatedly click nine times on the small toolbar icon. 
Therefore I decided to test the move method on the users. 
 
6.3.4  Test and evaluation 
Test of mid-fidelity prototype AB1 was carried out on screen with me as the users’ extension. 
They instructed and I visualized the effect of their actions by manipulating the layers in 
Photoshop. There were no scenarios or questionnaires, just a simple agenda to maintain certain 
aspects of the evaluation to cover all areas that needed to be tested. The mid-fidelity prototype 
was mostly used as a mediating tool from which subjects of conversation would naturally appear. 
The problems explained in 6.3.1 and 6.3.3 were not pre-visualized but rather shown on the screen 
or on sketched on paper models of AB2 to explain the basic ideas. 
 
There were mainly minor changes suggested and I will address them using different screenshots 
of the resulting mid-fidelity prototype AB2. 
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Figure 6.21 – Mid-fidelity prototype AB2, view of the archive 
 
As seen in Figure 6.20, the evaluation resulted in a few minor changes. The caregiver text as well 
as the text “Number of added exercises: 0” were given black colour instead of blue to minimize 
the number of colours used making the design more attractive and less confusing. The hand rehab 
program seen in the miniature view was equipped with new margins to support a header of two 
lines and also to support display of Copyright text to show which software had created the rehab 
program. Because the exercises needed to look the same everywhere, the design of the archive 
was changed so that the image was centred above the text for each exercise. To separate the 
exercises clearer in the archive they were given a grey background thus presenting each exercise 
as a floating object upon a grey surface making them easier to discern. 
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In the archive’s top right corner there is a clickable text reading “Hide caregiver text: Yes / No”. 
After experimenting with icons failing at producing one the users liked we decided that this 
command should be text-based. All available commands in the toolbox which is seen in the lower 
part of Frame 1 are shaded to emphasize that they cannot be picked whilst operating in the 
archive. 

 

 
Figure 6.22 – Mid-fidelity prototype A2, view with the rehab program frame active 

 
In the new maximized Frame 1, the large-scale rehab program only shows the area where the user 
can edit content. All inactive areas such as those excluded by printer margins or the bottom area 
required for the copyright text are not shown. Below the miniature view we see the toolbox where 
the choices “light up” depending on what selections the user has made. The icons in the toolbox 
had both icons and a text explanation. By clicking the “maximize window button” in the 
toolbox’s upper right corner, the toolbox would jump into the top toolbar instead, appearing next 
to the standard icons New, Open, Save, Print and Undo and the text labels would disappear. 
 
The users were positive to the new move system and they commented that the frequently used 
example of changing place of exercise 1 and 9 was very improbable. It was more likely that the 
user had added three or four exercises and wanted to switch places of two exercises that were 
close to each other and then the move system would be a sufficient method. I explained the 
system for selection and after they learned that it was a common system they were content 
because they also did not want to invent something entirely new but preferably rely on learned 
logical constraints. 
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Figure 6.23 – Mid-fidelity prototype AB2, viewing the caregiver’s document. 
 
The caregiver frame featured a large scale version of the final caregiver document. Each exercise 
had both the patient text that could be either the standard instruction text or the user-modified text 
and below was the caregiver’s instructions in italic. 
 
6.3.5  Conclusions 
Mid-fidelity prototype AB2 was the result of several months of iterative design. For its final 
evaluation it had been given some of its natural context by being displayed on a computer screen 
and although the interaction was performed by me, the users claimed they were given a good 
WYSIWUG (What you see is what you get) of the final program. 
 
There existed minor details to be solved and one major detail; the exercise dynamics, but I felt 
confident enough to begin transforming the prototype into program code in Visual Studio C++. 
The users were now relieved from the project to return, if no unforeseen events arose, after two 
months for the first beta test.
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7 – HIGH-FIDELITY PROTOTYPING  
 
This chapter describes the last iteration cycles; High-Fidelity prototyping with beta tests and 
outside primary users. Like the previous chapter it is divided according to the different iterations 
performed and each iteration is equipped with Introduction, Purpose, Method, Test and 
Evaluation, and Conclusions. The first iteration describes the first two beta tests performed with 
the involved users and the second iteration covers the beta tests with outside users. The 
conclusion of the last iteration is very exhaustive and provides insight into how the key functions 
followed in this thesis were experienced by the “real” users. 

 
 
7.1  Iteration 4 – Initial beta tests 
 
7.1.1  Introduction 
Though the programming phase itself is iterative work with constant evaluation and re-design, 
that iteration is only carried out by the programmer. To maintain the method of user-centered 
design and user-involvement, several beta tests were scheduled for different stages of the 
programming phase. These beta tests resulted in trade-offs, workarounds and also evolution of the 
prototype. 
 
Insufficient knowledge of Visual Studio and the uniqueness of the GUI caused the programming 
phase to advance slower than planned. When it was time for the first beta test, the GUI was still 
very primitive and therefore the test and evaluation was performed as in iteration 4 by using the 
GUI and the mid-level prototype as mediation tools around which an unstructured interview was 
performed. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.1 – Interface appearance at first beta test 
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With the interface the user could: 
• Expand and contract the different frames – She could click on a frame and watch them 

expand and contract affecting the sizes of the other frames. 
• Operate the dropdown list – The user could expand the dropdown list to see a list of all the 

exercise categories. 
• View the archive – She could see how the archive would look, it was filled with multiples of 

one exercise to illustrate how it would look and the user’s operations in the dropdown list did 
not affect the archive. 

 
7.1.2  Purpose  
The initial purpose for this first beta test had been to test the GUI using scenario walkthroughs as 
in the low-fidelity prototyping phase but because of the GUI’s incompleteness the purpose was 
changed into simply getting feedback on the interface. The users interacted with the GUI, 
expanding and contracting the different frames and their conclusion was that it behaved liked they 
thought it would. A second beta test was scheduled for two months later and the programming 
continued.  
 
For the second beta test, the purpose of the evaluation was to test if all the functions and 
commands created in the low-fidelity prototyping phase had been implemented in the decided 
way, and that they were in fact operational and functional in their natural context: on-screen 
interface interaction. A minor purpose of the beta test was also to begin identifying programming 
errors (“bugs”). 
 
7.1.3  Method 
In the second beta test I used the contextual scenarios from the third iteration but modified the 
questions after each scenario to better at analyze the high-fidelity prototype. Tests and evaluation 
was again granted two working days; scenario walkthroughs and questionnaires on day one and 
semi-structured interviews on day two. For the second beta test, the program had been equipped 
with much more substance: 
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Figure 7.2 – Interface appearance at second beta test 

 
With the interface the user could: 
• Expand and contract the different frames – The user was now allowed not only to expand and 

contract the frames but to see all the content being affected by her actions, i.e., by 
maximizing Frame 1 she would see the large scale version of the rehab program and she 
would see how Frame 2 containing the archive was affected as Frame 1 was expanded. 

• Change layout – She could alter between the three layouts and the content of the rehab page 
would be re-aligned and formatted to fit the new layout. 

• View a large scale version of the rehab program – By expanding Frame 1 she would see a 
large scale version of the rehab program with readable text. 

• Preview the caregiver’s document – By expanding Frame 3 she could see a large scale 
version of the caregiver’s document. 

• Edit patient’s instructions – She could double-click on a piece of text calling forth a dialogue 
window where the text could be edited. 

• Mirror the images 
• Save project – Save both rehab program and caregiver document. 
• Open a previously saved project 
• Select category – She could use the dropdown list to choose exercise category and actually 

see the new category fill the archive. 
• Scroll up and down – If the exercises of a category exceeded the amount of exercises that 

could be viewed on screen she could scroll the archive up and down by clicking on two 
primitive buttons. 

• Show/Hide caregiver instructions – The user could choose whether she wanted the caregiver 
instructions to be shown or not in the archive. If she turned them off then the exercises in the 
archive would shrink themselves allowing more exercises to be shown in the archive. 

• Add exercise – By double-clicking on an exercise in the archive she could add it to the rehab 
program and she could see the effect of that action as the exercise appeared in the miniature 
view of the rehab program. An exercise would also appear in the miniature view of Frame 3. 
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With the interface the user could not: 
• Change page – She could not switch between different pages in neither rehab program nor 

caregiver document, only page one was visible. 
• Get visual feedback from a selection – The system for selection visual feedback had not been 

implemented. 
• Undo or Redo – Since all the tasks that could be performed had not yet been transformed into 

code I had not created any means for Undo and Redo. 
• Move – The user could still not move exercises. 
• Edit header or footer text 
• Use the toolbox – The toolbox had not yet been created and so all available manipulation 

commands had to be issued from the Edit menu. 
 
As Figure 7.2 shows, the GUI had been greatly improved since beta test one and also there had 
been some deviations from the mid-fidelity prototype. There were two major deviations; the 
system for editing text, and the method for scrolling in the archive. 
 
The system for editing text 
I had not come up with a successful way to allow the user to simply click on the text and edit it 
right away. The only system I was able to implement for editing text was by double-clicking on 
the text and thus calling forth a dialog window where the text could be edited. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7.3 – The old Edit Text dialog window 

 
Scrolling in the archive 
In all the prototypes, scrolling had been performed using a standard, vertical scrollbar. During the 
programming phase I had experimented with creating a custom scrollbar to suit my custom GUI 
because I did not want the standard, grey scrollbar. When thinking about how to design the 
scrollbar I started to question if the user would really be helped by a scrollbar. The scrolling 
would roll the content of the archive up or down allowing the user to see all the exercises but the 
user would still need to scroll and stop at a specific point to be able to see the whole exercise. 
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Whilst a scrollbar is good in applications with contiguous data (Cooper et al., 2003), in this 
application the data was not contiguous in the same way that text is contiguous in a word 
processing program. Each exercise was in itself a contiguous object that needed to be completely 
visible for the user to view it. By using a scrollbar the user would need to stop the scrolling at an 
exact position and she would most likely, while scanning the exercises, keep her hand on the 
mouse. I found this fact to be a violation to allowing efficiency in use (Nielsen, 2005) and to 
neglect the aim for low physical effort (Story et al., 1998). Instead of using a scrollbar, what if the 
user would only need to click two buttons; Up and Down, to roll the content of the archive up and 
down. By clicking once on Down the archive would bring all the content one row up, hiding 
exercise one and two and making exercises five and six fully visible. 

 
For further usage optimization I did not place the Down button where the down button on a scroll 
bar would have been; in the downmost right corner of the archive. Instead I placed it some 
centimetres just below the Up button to prevent the user from having to move the cursor all the 
way to the bottom of the screen to scroll down and move it all the way back to the top of the 
screen to scroll up. 
 
7.1.4  Test and evaluation 
The users were altogether positive about the interface in that it still looked and behaved like they 
had expected. Exceptions to this opinion were the needed functions that still remained to be 
implemented. Another good remark was that they only found four bugs. Before we begun the 
testing, the users had brought with them two requests: The number of categories had to be 
expanded because there were several more exercises ready to be added to the archive and also 
there had to be some kind of editable, standard introduction text in the rehab program with some 
initial instructions to the patient. They also brought news of delayed multi-language support. 
 
The scenario walkthroughs were carried out like before with me as, mostly silent, observer. The 
users would perform each step of the scenarios and by using think-aloud explain their actions. 
The new, contextually more correct, user interaction raised several new topics about the 
interface’s design and behaviour: 
 
User-derived topics 
• Logical undoing 
• Adaptive qualities 
• Exercise consistency 
• Category expansion 
• Introduction text 
• Delayed multi-language support 
 
Designer-derived topics 
• Toolbox necessity 
• Mirror individual objects 
 
These topics and the users’ two requests were compiled into interview questions for a semi-
structured interview that was performed the following day. 
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7.1.5  Discussion 
Logical undoing 
What kind of operations would need to be undoable? Because the interface presented a variety of 
tasks unique to its context such as editing the document’s header, moving an exercise or changing 
layout, we could not rely on existing systems for undo and redo, we would need to come up with 
our own logical structure. 
 
After some discussion on the subject we decided to distinguish between different types of 
operations: effect-causing operations and state-altering operations. Examples of effect-causing 
operations are: Delete exercise, Edit text and Add exercise. Examples of state-altering operations 
are: Change layout, Hide caregiver text and Show footer. 
 
The Edit text function had now become an effect-causing operation because the text was edited in 
a dialog window. The window was brought forth by double-clicking and the effect-causing 
operation was the pressing of the OK button in the dialog after finished editing of text. 
 
We decided that effect-causing operations should be undoable but state-altering operations should 
not be because the user could easily undo those actions by re-selecting the previous state. 
 
Adaptive qualities 
Earlier when creating low-fidelity prototype B3 I had implemented an adaptive behavior in the 
interface by letting the interface remember the popularity of exercise categories and exercises. 
This was disliked by both users who claimed they did not want any adaptive functions in their 
interface. What they really had meant was that they did not want those adaptive functions in the 
interface. When interacting with the interface in a more natural context (while beta-testing), 
creating new projects or opening previous projects they started to discover interface features that 
they wanted to behave in one way when they were starting a new project and in one way when 
they opened a previous project. These features were noted on a checklist to be implemented later, 
and included; the active frame, hide/show status of header and footer, and current page viewed. 
 
Exercise consistency 
While programming, I lost touch with user understanding as far as the exercises were concerned. I 
began looking at the exercises merely as data objects that needed to obey physical constraints 
rather than user requirements. This error was spotted during the tests. The users complained that 
in the new interface the patient instructions text was formatted in three different ways in the 
archive, the rehab program and the Edit Text dialog. This fact had been overlooked during the 
programming as the text would simply fill the designated width of its box, ignoring content 
coherence and aesthetics. 
 
Category expansion 
I was reluctant to the thought of having more categories. Not because it would mean a lot of 
redesigning and additional programming but because I had liked the consistency of the old 
categories that had very clear names describing what they contained. The additional categories 
were; Relaxation, Nervegliding, Stretching, and Oedema. 
 
Due to my responsibility limits for the project (Section 5.7), my reaction to this was not to start 
interviewing primary users about the new categories I simply had to trust the users’ expertise on 
the subject. However I had to question if the new division with the more precise grouping would 
mean that exercises would be harder to find for the user. The old categories (besides Training 
with material) had described the particular area of the injury whereas the new grouping had 
category names that described the training method or even a particular injury (Oedema). To me, 
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this presented a problem. For example, in the old category system an exercise with the training 
method stretching was located not by searching for the training method but for the body part it 
concerned. With the new system, if I had picked the category “Arm and shoulder” I would not see 
all the related exercises because some Arm and shoulder exercises were located in Stretching. The 
two involved users (now acting as project initiators, see Section 5.2) said that the caregivers 
would learn to remember where the specific exercises were. I could not argue with their expertise 
but I could argue with their knowledge on user behavior and to me this was a clear violation of 
Nielsen’s heuristics (Nielsen, 2005). There were more topics to be discussed and the project 
initiators were firm in their opinion about the new grouping so I decided to leave the matter for 
later. 
 
Delayed support for multiple languages 
Complications had appeared with the translation of the exercise texts and thus since they would 
not be ready for the program’s release date, the collective decision was made not to implement 
support for multiple languages. The program would be released in Swedish at first and then as the 
translations were complete it would be released in the other languages. This did not affect the user 
profile or requirements but it affected the programming for supporting such features. 
 
Toolbox necessity 
I had not had the time to implement the toolbox yet to my surprise the users did not find this 
frustrating. This was because the toolbox was not a phenomenon they were used to and had 
learned to use. Naturally they were not surprised or irritated when it did not exist. They had 
forgotten about it altogether and instead they expressed irritation over the fact that the operations 
they needed were not represented by icons in the top icon tray next to New, Open, Save, etc. Even 
though the involved users had started thinking more like designers and had tested the prototypes 
on several occasions (even approving the toolbox) their natural interactive behavior as primary 
users had now manifested itself in the need for the standard approach of toolbar icons. Therefore I 
decided to abandon the toolbox and figure out a way to implement toolbar icons somewhere in 
the upper area of the GUI. 
 
Because most of the icons would be new to the user they would need to be very universal in their 
design to help users of different cultures and levels of computer experience. To accomplish this; 
the icon imagery would need to be function-oriented rather than symbolist (Preece et al., 2002). 
Cooper et al. offer a good set of guidelines for designing function-oriented icons (Cooper et al., 
2003): 
 
Functional icons shall: 
− Represent both the action and an object acted upon. 
− Beware of metaphors and representations that may not have the intended meanings for the 

targeted user group. 
− Be grouped visually to provide context, either spatially or by using visual themes. 
− Be simple. 
− Reuse existing imagery when appropriate. 
 
As mentioned when explaining the system for undoing, there was going to be two types of 
operations that needed to be represented by icons. Not only would it be important to use the right 
imagery, it would therefore also be important to use the right type of button control. Cooper et al. 
suggests the use of regular push-buttons for effect-causing operations and the use of butcons for 
the state-altering ones (Cooper et al., 2003, p. 338-341). Butcons are the type of buttons that 
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remain in their clicked state after being clicked (like the icons for Bold, Italic and Underline in 
Microsoft Word). 
 
Mirror individual object 
I had a subject of my own that I needed to get clarification on and that was the necessity for a 
“Mirror image” function. Would there ever be a situation where the user would want to make a 
rehab program for both right and left handed injuries? How likely was it that a secondary user 
would have identical injuries on both hands? I confronted the users with this and they said that it 
would never happen. If a patient had hurt both hands, the caregiver would create a rehab program 
for each hand. I proposed that mirror image would be removed as the current command and 
instead become a major option like the different layouts where the user could simply click Left or 
Right and mirror all the images of the rehab program. 
 
The changing of the mirror operation is a good example of how you can misinterpret usability 
goals. From the very start the users had requested a mirror function and I had never asked myself 
why such a function was needed. The mirror function had not been properly tested in any of the 
scenarios, it had been formulated as “Mirror an image” which did not capture the real purpose of 
the task. If the scenario had instead been formulated as “Change the rehab program to support a 
left-handed patient” the old function would have led to user frustration and we would have 
spotted the problem earlier. 
 
7.1.6  Conclusions 
The second beta test was very rewarding for all parts. For me as a designer it was rejuvenating to 
see the user satisfaction with the interface and for the involved users their optimism was 
threefold. As primary users they expressed their satisfaction over that the interface was fast to 
work with and behaved like they expected. As project participants they expressed enthusiasm 
over the way the paper models had been so successfully transformed into a real, functioning 
interface and as project initiators they expressed a more all-embracing satisfaction because the 
final product was looking very promising. 
 
The issues raised during test and evaluation were new issues that needed to be discussed and there 
was no attitude towards any major changes in neither the interface’s design nor behavior. An 
important conclusion from my side was that the users now displayed so much project knowledge 
that they needed to be replaced by outside users for the remaining beta testing only to return for 
final bug testing. For the remaining, final beta tests I would need real primary users who had no 
previous knowledge about the interface; that would be the final test for the interface.
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7.2  Iteration 5 – Final beta tests 
 
7.2.1   Introduction 
After the second beta test the programming was split into two parallel activities. One was the 
continuous coding of “under the hood” fundamentals (including functions that were already noted 
to be implemented), and the other was implementing the changes or improvements located in beta 
test two:  
 
• Header, Introduction, Footer 
• Selection visible feedback 
• Move 
• Undo/Redo 
• Change page method 
• Additional categories 
 
7.2.2  Purpose 
Observe beta tests performed by outside primary users to examine if and how their attitude 
towards the application parts from the involved users’. Identify logical misses in the interface as 
well as programming flaws (bugs). 
 
7.2.3  Method  
Header, Introduction, Footer 
Currently, the header consisted of two lines of text. The first line was meant for training-unrelated 
data like date of issue and the patient’s name. The second line was meant for training instructions, 
i.e., perform each exercise X times, Y times a day. The new wish for an introduction text had two 
motives. The project initiators wanted to increase the current “perform X and Y times” 
instructions with unspecific training instructions such as “Sit comfortably, perform each exercise 
calmly”. They also wanted to separate the header from such an instruction to help the caregiver 
by accommodating a special space on the page for initial instructions. That way, the instructions’ 
purpose would be more obvious and if the user wanted she could choose either to hide the header 
or the initial instructions. When the instructions were situated in the header, she would hide both. 
 
The adding of a new text object meant that all the formulas of how the content of the rehab 
program would react to different manipulations would have to be re-coded. Also there was a 
certain aspect of dynamics to be considered because the introduction text should only appear on 
page one. 
 
The programming difficulties aside, there was still a need to focus on how the editing of these 
three types of text should be implemented. It felt likely that the user would edit this kind of 
information at the same time, either in an early state of editing or as a final measure. Therefore it 
did not feel effective that she would have to repeat the sequence of double-click, edit text, click 
OK three times in a row. Instead I let all three texts reside in the same dialog window to better 
support usability goals. 
 
Selection visible feedback 
The objects that should respond to clicking were, besides buttons and controls of different kinds; 
an exercise in the archive, an exercise in the rehab program, header, initial instructions and footer. 
The users had wished for a discrete yet conspicuous visual feedback of selection and my own 
additional requirement was that it should be very distinguished from the rest of the layout to 
support users with both good color-perception and colorblind users (Story et al., 1998; Cooper et 
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al., 2003). A common method for visualizing selection is using inversion. In programming terms 
it is a simple XOR operation; 1s are turned into 0s, white is turned to black (Cooper et al., 2003, 
p. 286-287). I contacted the users and asked them if this method would live up to their demands 
of being discrete but they responded that they did not like the inversion approach. We discussed 
the subject and came to the conclusion that selection should be represented by a dark and 
conspicuous yet thin and discrete outline around the object. Since all objects that would be 
selected were in shapes of rectangles this was judged to be a suitable method. 
 
Move 
The move method created a challenge because the current rule was that an object became active 
when it was clicked and inactive when the user executed the manipulating command or clicked 
somewhere else. The move method explained in section 6.3.2 would require an object to keep its 
selection after the manipulation had been carried out because otherwise the user would need to re-
select the exercise before each move and that would be very ineffective. This required some 
major programming work-arounds. 
 
Undo/Redo 
The Undo/Redo was perhaps the biggest code-challenge in the whole project, how should we 
teach our customized application to remember actions so that they can be undone or redone and 
how should such data be stored? Undo and Redo turned out to be a major task to solve before the 
next beta test. 
 
Change page 
So far there was support for changing pages. Without involving programming terminology one 
can describe it as a machine with input and output where the input was page number and the 
output was the wanted rehab page with its exercises. Thus all things “under the hood” were 
already prepared and I just needed a graphical representation. Once again I was reluctant towards 
using a standard vertical scrollbar because a goal for previous iterations had been to come up with 
a way for the whole rehab program to be visible and thus editable all the time without zooming. 
Adding a scrollbar to roll the pages up and down would have the same effect as adding a scrollbar 
in the archive. An easy solution would be to use the scroll button principles of the archive but 
instead let each button scroll a decided length of the page or a whole page. I did not want that 
solution because contiguous data shall not be scrolled in such manner since it disrupts the 
contiguousness of the content and confuses the user (Cooper et al., 2003; Nielsen, 2005; Lidwell 
et al., 2003).  
 
In the archive, each exercise with its image, patient instructions and caregiver instructions is one 
element of contiguous data. I asked the involved users what in the rehab program would be the 
equivalence to such needed content consistency. The user said that since the whole rehab program 
was an entity in itself no part of the content should be seen as individual but if there was some 
kind of separation then each page of a multi-page rehab program should be considered its own 
entity. Based on this user input I decided to use a spinner control. 

 
Figure 7.4 – The spinner control. 
The spinner lets the user switch page by clicking the up and down arrows 
next to the window displaying the current page out of the total number of 
pages. The page change is shown instantly in both miniature view and 
large-scale view because of a smart coding solution.. 
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Additional categories 
The new categories troubled me because they were less specific and could create problems for the 
user who could encounter situations where she needed to browse through more than one category 
to find a particular exercise. The project initiators had been firm in their demand for the additional 
categories and so it was up to me to help the user cope with this in some way. By consulting the 
design principles for achieving universal usability goals (Story et al., 1998; Nielsen, 2005) I came 
up with the idea of implementing a search method. 
 
From the task analysis I had learned how the user would think when searching for an exercise. 
She would have known data such as the injury and a possible training method, and she would 
have unknown data; the particular exercise. The idea for the search method was to offer a choice 
in method for retrieving the wanted exercise. With her set of known data, the user could either 
pick a category and then with her vision scan the exercises that appeared or she could search for a 
specific text passage or word that the exercise would most definitely incorporate. I designed the 
search function to scan all the caregiver instruction texts of the exercises because these texts were 
designed for the caregiver with other terms than the texts designed for the patient. The thought 
was that the user could facilitate the academic terms of the caregiver instructions (MCP, Radial, 
Flexion, etc.) as keywords for searching. 
 
After implementing the Search function I felt that I had supplied the user with an alternative to 
using the categories but that did not solve the basic problem. I contacted the project initiators and 
we finally agreed on a solution that both sides liked. We added duplicates of the exercises that 
would cause the user to search in the wrong category. This example shows a successful design 
trade-off where both designer and users were satisfied. The real result of course still remains to be 
seen in the upcoming beta tests. 
 
Exercise consistency 
The exercise consistency presented another trade-off. In the archive, I wanted to use the screen 
space as effective as possible and thus let each exercise have as big width as possible. This meant 
that the text displayed in the archive exercises would format itself according to this maximum 
width. In the rehab program and in the caregiver’s document however, each exercise had a 
specific width and height depending on which layout was selected. Finally, the text in the Edit 
Text dialog window was formatted according to how big the text area was in the dialog window 
(see Figure 7.3). To make the text identical on all three places would cause ineffective use of 
space in the archive and this I did not want because I wanted to use the available screen area to 
maximum capacity. Meanwhile I agreed with the users that the exercise text needed to look the 
same to avoid user confusion and irritation. I decided that since the archive was not directly 
associated with the rehab program it did not matter how the exercise text in the archive complied 
with the exercises shown in the rehab program and the “Edit text window”. By making this 
assumption the solution was simple: make the text in the dialog window appear identical with the 
text of the exercise that the user clicked on, and let the exercises in the archive remain the same. 
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Figure 7.5 – The new Edit text dialog window with the same row spacing as the exercise in the rehab 
program. 

 
7.2.4  Test and evaluation 
The main lesson learned in beta test two was that it was important to continue the beta-testing 
using primary users who had never been involved in the project. With the help of the project 
initiators I was able to handpick potential primary users with different characteristics. I consulted 
the user profile to determine which type of users I wanted as test persons, there were some 
individual traits that needed to be represented: 
  
• Variable competence levels within the field of hand and arm rehabilitation. 
• Differences in computer experience. 
• Different ages and social backgrounds. 
 
To call the test method used in the final beta tests a contextual inquiry would be inappropriate 
since the study was not performed in the users’ natural context of work. Simulated contextual 
inquiry would be a better name. The contextual scenarios were derived from previously used 
scenarios but were modified with help from the two involved users to improve their contextual 
accuracy in tasks and descriptions formulation. New questions were constructed based on the 
QUIS questionnaire (Preece et al. 2002; Shneiderman, 1998) to comply with the new purpose. 
The final beta tests were carried out using five outside users. 
 
Each user would sit down at the desk in front of the computer and would be given a paper 
consisting of quantitative data questions such as age, gender, computer experience, etc. After this 
I would welcome the user and give her brief information on what the interface was and inform her 
about the test and how its results would be used. The user was given no specific information 
about the interface like which functions to expect, the idea of the frame system, etc. 
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After the introduction the user would begin operating the interface, following the scenarios 
without an outspoken request for think-aloud. I would sit beside the user and observe her 
behavior but my role was not the one of a silent observer. In the introduction I had stressed three 
things: 
 
− If anything goes wrong it’s the interface’s fault because it is not complete yet. 
− Do not feel intimidated by how complete the interface looks, it’s merely a prototype and 

any changes you can think of are important. 
− If you encounter problems, be so kind to try again, and again. If you still feel that you 

cannot proceed then ask me and I will help you. I am not here to sit silently and observe 
you. 

 
I emphasized these things because I wanted honest feedback from the user. If the user felt that 
this was a complete software with months of work behind it she would perhaps feel reluctant to 
give honest criticism (Rettig, 1994). I also wanted the user to know that she was in control and 
should anything go wrong it was not her fault. Naturally I also wanted to make her at ease with 
my presence and although I did not want her to give up and ask me when she encountered 
problems I did not want her to feel that she was on her own. 
 
After each beta test the results were processed and analyzed and additional features that appeared 
reasonable enough to test were implemented. The questionnaire was also modified after each test 
to investigate if certain attitudes expressed by the previous user would also comply with the next. 
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7.2.5  Discussion 
The GUI 
The GUI design was highly appreciated and commented on using adjectives such as “appealing”, 
“attractive”, “fast” and “easy” but during these final beta tests I identified two major weaknesses 
of the interface: Very few Windows-derived functions or controls remained and the artistic layout 
of the interface caused some users to show a behavior suggesting it did not meet their 
expectations. 
 
The first user had evidential problems locating the File menu. This behavior could not have been 
properly understood without observation. When the user failed to find the File menu she became 
frustrated and by that time I intervened to ask her about what caused her frustration. By doing so I 
learned that even though the GUI used common Windows controls such as menus, spinners, 
dialog windows and a dropdown list, it was still too visually different from the Microsoft 
Windows applications the user had previously used. Because the common controls had been 
taken out of their natural context, their effectiveness relying on learned interactive behavior had 
been reduced.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.6 – Interface shown on the wide-screen monitor used for the first final beta test. 
 
My conclusion was that because the program was not being tested in its natural context; at the 
hospital at the user’s own workstation, she failed to appreciate what exactly defined the interface. 
In full-screen mode on the monitor that was used for the first beta test (which had wide-screen 
resolution), the interface seemed to float on top a blue background, and thus the position of the 
File menu and its connection with the interface was not obvious. I tested this conclusion by letting 
the remaining users experience the interface on a monitor with resolution 1024x768 or 
1280x1024 and the result was satisfactory. The users who got to test the program in a more 
natural resolution no longer experienced the breach between top menu and GUI. Also, by letting 
the users start the program by double-clicking on its exe-file and thus see the program start and 
fill the entire window, I got such positive feedback that I concluded not to change neither 
appearance nor position of the top menu. 
 
The second of the interface’s weaknesses was that it failed to meet the expectations of all the 
users. One user suggested that because it had such appealing, playful design it invited innovative 
and more playful interactive behavior like the drag-and-drop. She also reacted negatively to the 
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pedagogic texts used in all dialog windows, meant to give the user a helping hand. She claimed 
that the text’s formulation suggested that it was speaking directly to her and thus she expected the 
interface to be more intelligent than it was. The principle of giving interfaces human qualities is 
called anthropomorphism and its use is under constant evaluation and debate (Preece et al., 2002). 
I had not formulated the “help texts” to suggest anthropomorphism but to make the interface 
speak the user’s language, adding explanations of how some things worked in order to ease her 
interaction (Nielsen, 2005). Because there was only one user who commented on the help texts 
and their formulation I decided not to change them. 
 
Help text example from the Edit text dialog for header, introduction and footer: 
“This is where you edit the Header, the Introduction text and the Footer. Press Ctrl+Z to undo or 
Ctrl+Shift+Z to redo. 
 
Besides some specific functional or operational requests such as the drag-and-drop functions, the 
users conceived the interactive standards of the interface to be medium, good or great. While one 
of the users immediately liked the use of double-clicking on objects because it reminded her of 
double-clicking on icons to achieve something, there were others who were a bit more hesitant as 
to whether it was a good system or not. All users who made specific comments on the frame 
system and their interaction with it were very positive or strongly positive. This suggests good 
design innovation without compromising usability. 
 
Test and evaluation methods 
As described earlier, the questionnaire was under constant evolution during the last five beta tests. 
This was done to immediately recap on certain tendencies with the next user in order to decide 
whether the problem expressed was major or if it was an individual issue. 
 
The users found the questions of the questionnaire to be pedagogical and not manipulative by 
inviting the users to fill out a specific answer. In the first two tests however, the users complained 
that some of the language used was not formulated in terms they could relate to. Such opinions 
were used to change the formulations so that the remaining users would not suffer the same 
problems. 
 
All users agreed that the tests were professionally designed and conducted, and they stated that 
they had not experienced any discomfort from my presence during the scenario walkthroughs. 
There was some negative feedback saying that the tests took long time to perform and that some 
of the scenarios involved too many steps. 
 
7.2.5.1 Existing features 
Manipulating the interface 
The users displayed a very satisfying behavior when interacting with the, to them, entirely new 
GUI. All users agreed that the layout was pleasant and 90% claimed that the controls behaved the 
way they expected them to (the exception was explained earlier in section 7.2.5). The frame 
system was successful except for the caregiver instructions (explained later in this section). The 
users interacted with the interface in the way that was intended by first selecting exercises and 
then entering an editing phase. It was satisfying to see the users display this anticipated 
interactive pattern without being pre-instructed or aided in any way. 
 
Selection visible feedback 
All users liked the dark blue outline and commented that it was obvious yet discrete. They did not 
react to the outline remaining during the moving of exercises but they did comment on the fact 
that it did not disappear appropriately when they clicked somewhere else than on the available 
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command icons. As described earlier, the selection should indeed react the way they wished it to 
but its behavior had not been implemented at that point. Their opinions about how the selection 
should behave however proved we had made the right conclusions. 
 
Visibility of system status 
The users considered the information displayed in the frames to be: “exhaustive”, “appropriate”, 
“easily visible” and “easy to understand”. This clearly proved many assumptions made by the 
design team and gave credit to the involved user’s role as potential end users as well as my own 
user study. 
 
Flexibility and efficiency of use 
Even though very few test persons used other commands than the icons they all agreed that they 
wanted the frequent commands available also as menu options and accelerators. Those who used 
the accelerators were positively surprised and commented that they did not expect the interface to 
accommodate the standard Windows short-commands. Heeding Nielsen’s heuristics (Nielsen, 
2005) had once again proven useful. 
 
Adaptive qualities 
The users were able to identify some additional information that the interface would need to save 
between sessions. This meant that we had made good anticipations on user behavior but more 
importantly, it proved the importance of beta-testing using outside users. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.7 –Screenshot of the final interface: Working in Frame 1 
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Rehab program 
The rehab program was the area of the interface that received the most positive and consistent 
remarks and apart from feeling unfamiliar with the icons the users interacted with surprising 
convenience. All users agreed that it was sufficient to only see the miniature view when operating 
in the archive and they were strongly positive to the fact that they could always see the whole 
rehab program when Frame 1 was expanded. The success of the rehab program view meant that 
the user involvement had proven itself very crucial. Without user involvement throughout the 
low-fidelity prototyping phase, perhaps the final interface would have continued down the line of 
design approach B and that would most likely not have rendered such positive user response. 
 
Standard layouts 
The layout alternatives were a success and none of the users commented on it being vague in its 
purpose, its function or presenting a poor range of layout alternatives. Two of the users expressed 
additional praise in that the content instantly reformatted itself to fit the new layout. None of the 
users claimed that they felt disoriented when the layout changed. One contribution to this may 
have been the many hours spent programming to make a selected object keep its outline during 
layout switching, making it easier for the user to keep track of the exercise of interest while 
experimenting with different layouts. 
 
Editing the patient instruction text 
Even though all users, in the questionnaire, answered that it felt logical to edit the text in a dialog 
window they all showed the same behavior: They wanted to click directly on the text and edit it. 
This had been the initial method for editing text but due to insufficient programming skills to 
resolve the issue and stick to the time plan, and some confusion as to whether it would violate the 
interface’s rules for how to interact with objects, it had not been implemented. To implement it 
now would take a lot of time and unfortunately the time plan would not permit it. For future 
versions of the program, this function shall definitely be reconsidered. 
 
Editing text in Header, Introduction and Footer 
When the users came to the scenario where they were asked to edit the text of the header they had 
already grown accustomed to the Edit text dialog window and they immediately understood how 
to edit the text in the header, introduction and footer. They all thought it was strongly positive that 
the three texts appeared in the same window. Their positive attitude towards my idea proved good 
user knowledge and understanding of usability goals and user experience goals. 
 
Moving exercises 
It was approximately a 50/50 opinion about the move function. Although none of the users 
considered it to be Terrible (worst alternative out of five on the Likert scale used), and all users 
agreed that it was easy to remember how to use once they had learned it, there were those who 
said they preferred other already known systems such as the drag-and-drop. The users disliked the 
move method mainly because it was a method unknown to them and it was not a method they had 
used before like the drag-and-drop which they had already learned. To fully appreciate whether or 
not to keep this method, it will remain the first version of the program and will be evaluated if 
and when it is time to start building a second version. 
 
Mirroring exercises 
The idea to select the injury’s body side for all exercises at once was greatly appreciated although 
one user was confused because this choice could be manipulated even though no exercises had 
been added to the rehab program. She would click on Left and Right and expect the exercises in 
the archive to be mirrored. This presented a predicament; I agreed that it was confusing to present 
clickable options that had no effect until exercises had been added but I did not want the user to 
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be allowed any kind of manipulation of the exercises in the archive to violate the metaphor being 
used. The archive should be seen as a library: If you want to use material from the library you 
copy it first, you don’t edit the original source. The user in question accepted this explanation but 
to satisfy all users, since it would not affect the interactive rules of the interface in any way, I 
decided that the mirror choices shall be shaded until an exercise is added. 
 
Undo/Redo 
All users had problems relating to the fact that only manipulative actions could be undone. When 
I explained the system for undo and redo they said they thought it was very logical so the problem 
was not that it was a dumb system. To help users understand how undo and redo works in this 
particular program there has to be some kind of early explanation of this to avoid user frustration. 
Such instructions will be added to the Welcome window and will be given further explanation in 
the help documentation before the product is released. 
 
Altering between pages 
The users liked the spinner control for altering the current page and they applauded the fast 
feedback when the new page appeared instantly. I was satisfied by this and it proved that all the 
extra hours spent optimizing how the GUI was drawn unto the screen were justified. 
 
Exercise consistency 
The users never noticed that the exercise text formatting in the archive was not identical to the 
one in the rehab program. Because they added all the exercises first and then switched frame to 
work in the rehab program view they only compared the text displayed on the rehab program with 
the text that appeared in the Edit text dialog window. The trade-off had been a success. 
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Figure 7.8 –Screenshot of the final interface: Working in Frame 2 
 
Scrolling in the archive 
Although all users showed the same hesitation when using the scroll-function in the archive, 80% 
agreed that it was a good function. They all stated that it was a function that was easy to 
remember and the user who wanted a different function said she wanted the standard, vertical 
scrollbar. These opinions were all expected and the decision to use the innovative scroll buttons 
remained. 
 
Additional categories 
The new categories presented no obstacles to the users and they never used the Search function. 
This proved that this trade-off had been successful although my initiative for the Search function 
turned out to be unused. Rather than removing it I decided to keep it for the final product and 
follow-up on its frequency of use should the time come for a second version of the program. 
 
Caregiver instructions 
The caregiver instructions were not consulted by any of the users expect when prompted to 
examine them in one of the scenarios. I felt it was too sensitive to ask the users whether or not 
they felt inhibited by the test circumstances and did not reveal their true nature in which perhaps 
they would consult the caregiver instructions. The need for caregiver instructions was not a 
feature issued by the primary users themselves, it had been added as a requirement by the project 
initiators and only time will tell if they will be consulted and printed and to what extent. I 
considered the under-usage of the caregiver instructions to be out of my jurisdiction. Based on the 
project initiator’s requirements and evaluation feedback I had supplied the proper means for using 
the caregiver instructions and whether or not, and to which extent they were consulted did not 
affect how successful the interface was. 
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7.2.5.2 New features 
Welcome window 
Overall the new users had no major problems interacting with the interface. However, the first 
beta test with previously uninvolved users taught me an important lesson: No matter how 
pedagogic and logical you believe the interface is, do not assume the user will feel the same way. 
In overconfidence I sent the first user into unknown territory which resulted in an initially slow 
working pace and an interactive behavior that could best be described as exploring. After about 
four minutes of exploring she felt confident enough to begin walking through the scenarios. 
Although she had quite quickly grasped how to properly interact with the new interface, it felt 
unjust to send her off completely on her own. Therefore I created a Welcome dialog window that 
would appear on start-up. The welcome window featured a short introduction text which took 
about five minutes to read and it briefly described the system of the three frames, i.e., how to 
expand the frames, what the archive was and where the rehab program was located. It had a little 
checkbox where the user could click to avoid seeing the welcome window on each start-up. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7.9 – Screenshot of the final interface: Early version of the Welcome Window 

 
In the following tests, all users read the Welcome window and it greatly increased their initial 
interactive behavior, some even displayed an interactive behavior suggesting that this was not 
their first-time contact with the interface. This clearly illustrates that the Welcome window was 
successful and without outside user beta testing its importance would never have been realized. 
 
Tool tips 
All previous prototypes had failed to address the importance of tool tips. During the low-fidelity 
prototyping the users had expressed their need for tool tips but the request had never been 
implemented because the final mid-fidelity prototype had used a toolbox where icons had labels 
next to them so there had been no need for tool tips. The new approach with icons, issued after 
the second beta test, had never been user-tested before the final beta tests and thus the need for 
tool tips had never been acknowledged. In the first beta tests with outside users, I noticed during 
the observation that the user would constantly hover with the mouse over the icons. I asked her 
the obvious and the reply was that she was waiting for tool tips to appear. 
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After this I implemented tool tips and it turned out to be a great implementation since users 
throughout all remaining beta tests would constantly consult them. I also noticed that the 
invocation of tool tips was an unconscious activity. It did not matter if it was a new icon or an 
icon already widely used in interfaces, or if the user had already viewed the icon’s tool tip several 
times before. It appeared that consulting of tool tips was an important part of the users’ interactive 
behavior. It was both a method for exploration and reassurance. The re-discovery of the need for 
tool tips was a welcome one and meant that even though the function had been forgotten it could 
now be implemented thanks to continuous user involvement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.10 – Screenshot of the final interface: Tool tip. 
 
When we re-represent a system in another form like in earlier iterations, using a paper page with 
printed pictures to represent a computer screen showing an interface, we obviously cannot rely on 
logical constraints because we have changed the natural context of use. Although we can copy the 
interface down to incredible detail by pre-designing every button push, mouse-over highlight, 
dropdown menu and submenu, we cannot copy the context of use. Therefore we cannot naturally 
assume that the user will perceive the button representation as an actual, clickable button and not 
just the picture of a button. We must acknowledge the fact that different context of use produce 
different interactive behavior. In this thesis this can be illustrated by the failure to implement tool 
tips.  
 
7.2.5.3 Future features 
Because the design process is iterative and under constant re-evaluation it may be hard to know 
when the product is finished. For this project, that was decided by a time plan and although I, the 
project initiators and most importantly; the users who had tested the interface, were satisfied with 
the result there still remained features and alternatives that I would have wanted to explore or 
implement. These implementations however would have to wait for a possible next iteration; the 
second version of the program. 
 
Edit text without dialog 
The dialog was perceived as acceptable by all users and they all agreed in the questionnaires that 
it was a logic method for editing text. Still the observed behavior showed that what they really 
desired was to be able to click on the text and edit it right away. 
 
Further utilizing of the archive 
Both the Rehab program view and the Caregiver document view contained information in their 
minimized states, it felt odd that the Archive shouldn’t too. For a potential second version of the 
program I want to test if the Archive in its minimized appearance could hold a miniature view of 
all the currently displayed exercises in the archive. It would be hard to implement without 
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compromising the current design but I would at least want to explore the possibility. Possibly, 
there could also be a zoom function in the archive as a complementary function for users who 
would like the scaling technique used in design approach B. Perhaps there should also be a 
similar function to the one available in Frame 1 to show only the exercise images in the archive 
for overview. 
 
Improved scroll function 
The current scroll function has better usability support and ergonomic support than the standard 
scrollbar but since some users requested a standard scrollbar then perhaps we should satisfy them 
by offering both methods for scrolling? 
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8 – CONCLUSIONS  
 
This chapter begins by answering the Research question. The second section contains key 
findings regarding continuous user involvement and interaction design as methods for interactive 
software development. 

 
 
8.1  Research question 
This master’s thesis applies interaction design principles and a user-centered approach with the 
ambition to build a user-satisfactory product. The research question to be answered was: 
 
How does continuous user involvement affect the software design process and its outcome? 
 
The answer to this, derived from the conclusions made in Chapter 6 and 7 is that continuous user 
involvement affects the design process by injecting: 
 
• New dynamics 
• New perspectives 
• New responsibilities 
• New sense of ownership 
  
As for how the outcome was affected by continuous user involvement; although the final program 
has yet to reach the market and be properly evaluated in its natural context, the results discussed 
(mainly in Section 7.2.5) suggest that: 
 
Continuous involvement of primary user representatives in a software design process increases 
the chances of creating software that can satisfy user demands. 
 
 
8.2  Key findings 
 
8.2.1  Gathering data 
During the process of gathering user data, the involved users are teaching the interaction designer 
about the stakeholders and the problem space. Either the designer relies completely on their 
information or he chooses to also explore other alternatives for gathering 
user data such as interviewing outside users, perform on-site observations or study the 
competition. The involved users may, as in this thesis, also maintain supervisory requirements 
such as project time plan or monitor outside factors that may directly or indirectly influence the 
product being developed. Thus, by involving potential users with project supervisory qualities we 
can also bridge the gap between system designer and project management. 
 
All the obtained user info is processed by the interaction designer to form a clear, mental image 
of who the user is, what she does, why she does it, and where she does it. It is structured and 
organized into sets of requirements that generate guidelines for the system. These guidelines 
eventually produce design approaches that shall have clearly motivated purposes. 
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8.2.2  Prototyping 
The first design approaches shall explore all possible design alternatives and the test model shall 
make all design approaches equal for testing. The evaluation shall maintain a comprehensive 
perspective and the designer and the involved users shall use the design approaches as sources of 
inspiration to initiate the designer-user dialogue. The interaction designer will teach the involved 
users about how users are likely to react based on interaction design research and the involved 
users will teach the designer about how users will react based on primary user experience. 
 
The first user test shall not be used to measure success in understanding the user but it will 
indicate such a result none the less. The greater the designer’s level of user understanding is, the 
more the designer-user dialogue will benefit. 
 
This iteration of design; test, evaluate and re-design, shall continue until a satisfying low-fidelity 
or mid-fidelity prototype has been agreed upon. Hopefully by this time the involved users will 
have taught the designer so much about the user that he can start to create a high-fidelity 
prototype. By this time the involved users shall be considered equal members of the design team 
and therefore their trustworthiness as primary users shall be reduced. They shall be used as 
advisors for important decisions and shall help provide outside users for the high-fidelity 
prototype iteration. 
 
When testing high-fidelity prototypes it is helpful to, if possible, let the prototype evolve after 
each test. The same goes for the evaluation instruments. This helps investigate user tendencies 
and detect important changes. 
 
Finally, by viewing the entire design process as an iteration of iterations that eventually spawns a 
high-fidelity prototype, instead of regarding it as a project with a start date and a release date, we 
stimulate the desire to continuously evolve the software. That way the final product is seen not as 
final but merely as version one and the release of the product to the market is seen as an 
opportunity for more testing. Herein however lies the danger of handing the end users a half-
finished product. That will break the chain of successful user-designer interaction.  
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APPENDIX I – EVALUATION OF 
EXISTING PROGRAM 

 
 
1  Heuristic evaluation 
 
• Visibility of system status – There is a good display of what the tools do but since the design 

is very unclear there is no clear visibility of system status. The user is often left on her own 
and has to move the mouse around a lot over all the different buttons to find out where to 
go next. 

• Match between system and reality – The abstraction is unclear and the metaphors are 
inconsistent. Phrases and expressions are inconsistent, their meaning is not at all obvious 
and most importantly, they do not speak the user’s language. There are bad real-world 
metaphors mixed with bad direct-translations and many items with names originating from 
programming methodology. I can’t seem to distinguish the red line in the design, instead I 
see a lot of icons and fields mixed in a very illogical way. There is also no consistency in 
the language, some menu options and buttons have been given customized names, often in 
reference to the standard Windows menu names, while others use the standard menu names 
derived from the workstation’s Windows language. In my case, with an English Windows, I 
found myself with some choices displayed in Swedish and some in English. 

• User control and freedom – There is no obvious emergency exit or undo. A lot of decisions 
turn out to be critical without the user being informed of this first. 

• Consistency and standards – The icons differ a lot from each other and do not follow the 
same conventions or standard. Some icons resemble each other too much. Either you 
choose a standard and stick to it or you do something entirely new. Two examples 
There is a button for importing with the picture of a diskette with an arrow pointing towards 
it. What’s to stop me from assuming that this icon means save and the icon next to it 
showing a diskette with an arrow pointing away is the icon for opening? It turned out the 
icons meant import and export. 
There is a button with the recycle icon used in many programs, and originated from the 
Microsoft Internet Explorer program series, as the icon for reloading or refreshing. In this 
program it means something entirely different. 

• Error prevention – There are many, many chances of making the wrong choices, often 
without being warned about it. 

• Recognition rather than recall – This is the program’s major flaw, there are a lot of buttons 
present at all time and they all have similar appearance. It’s hard to remember what icons 
perform what function ever after repeated use. This has much to do with the fact that some 
buttons have images, some have text and some have symbols yet judging from their design 
there is no clear distinction stating they produce different effects.   

• Flexibility and efficiency of use – The program offers a few accelerators but they are not 
stated in the interface, not even in the top menu which is the usual place to show short 
commands. Due to this I do not know if many of the commands for the common tasks do in 
fact have accelerators because they are not clearly stated. If not, it’s a flaw because all 
common tasks should have accelerators. 

• Aesthetic and minimalist design – Throughout every step taken of the program there’s a lot 
of text, without clear purpose, displayed all the time and that makes it hard to focus 
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attention. The information is there all the time whether I want it or not or whether it’s 
relevant or not. 

• Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors – The error messages are horribly, 
for example: “Invalid pointer operation”. Why is the error message not in the same 
language as the program? What does it mean and why should I press the OK button and by 
pressing it, what happens? 

• Help and documentation – There exists a very thorough help documentation, available in 
the program that I can only find two flaws with: There is no way to search for key words of 
interest and as mentioned before, some options are displayed in English though it’s a 
Swedish program. 

 
2  Hierarchical task analysis 
Some steps are easily executed but most steps require the user to complete many taks along the 
way. Below are two examples: 
 
Editing text and either accepting or canceling 
 

0. In order to edit the text of a selected exercise I must 
1. Click the exercise 
2. Right-click 
3. Browse and choose “edit text” 
4. Edit text 
 
0. In order to escape editing the text I must 
1. Right-click in the text window 
2. Browse and choose either to cancel or to accept the change. 

 
Importing a picture of my own 
 

0. In order to import a picture of my own I must 
1. Click the icon for importing 
2. Browse for the right catalogue 
3. Click the dropdown list to choose what kind of file format I want 
4. Browse and choose file format by clicking 
5. Find the right picture 
6. Mark the picture 
7. Click OK 

 
 
The rule of thumb that the content should not be more than three clicks away is not true for all 
tasks, in fact not even for the majority.  
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3  General opinions 
This program is impossible to work with without first reading the whole documentation and even 
after doing so it is hard to remember what several buttons did and where the functions were 
located. There is nothing wrong with requiring users to read a documentation but if that is 
required the user should be clearly told to do! Furthermore, reading the documentation should 
definitely improve the user’s knowledge of how to operate the program which I find was not the 
case here. There are many examples of lazy programming: When I am told to browse for a picture 
I must eliminate other file types by choosing “bmp” as file type because, as it turns out, this is the 
only picture format I can use. If bmp is the only one I can possibly use, why not filter the list for 
me, showing only the bmp images of the particular catalogue? The mixture between English and 
Swedish is also caused by lazy programming. 
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APPENDIX II – PROTOTYPE A1  
 

 
Screen mode 1: Exercises 
 
This is the screen mode with all the exercises. The user picks the category by clicking on the large 
image to the left (category currently displayed: Arm and shoulder). The user navigates through 
the exercises by using the scrollbar to the right and adds an exercise to the rehabilitation program 
by clicking on the hand icon. A miniature view of the final rehabilitation program is available in 
the bottom left corner.
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Screen mode 2: Patient instructions 
 
This is the screen mode showing the final rehabilitation program in large-scale size. Above the 
paper is a toolbar with options Edit text, Move exercise, Zoom-window, Dropdown list for 
choosing layout and a button to save the text change. 
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Screen mode 3: Standard instructions 
 
This is the screen mode showing the standard instructions document for the caregiver. It offers no 
editing tools, just a zoom-window and a scrollbar for changing the current page. 
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APPENDIX III – PROTOTYPE B1 

 
 
Starting view 
 
The archive is located in the top right area and exercises are shrunk to fit more. When the user 
hovers over an exercise it appears below in the dark grey area where text and image can be 
viewed closer. The caregiver text is also shown here and can be hidden with a button. To the right 
is the rehabilitation program and exercises appear there when the user adds them by double-
clicking on or dragging an exercise in the archive to the program. 
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Working view 
 
When the user hovers over an exercise in the archive it is highlighted to give feedback. If the user 
wants it to stay in the lower (“preview”) view, she clicks on it. Added exercises are shown in the 
left area, there are no lines separating the paper’s areas. If the user wants she can zoom in on the 
rehabilitation program to get a better view of it. This area can be expanded to fill the entire screen 
as well. 
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Another working view 
 
When the user is editing the rehabilitation program the preview area is emptied of image and 
patient text. Only the caregiver instructions remain as a “tip of the day”. To move around 
exercises in the rehabilitation program the user right-clicks on it and chooses how many steps to 
move it.
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APPENDIX IV – DISCUSSION AFTER 
EVALUATION 1 

 
 
• Overall design 

The users thought that it was too soon and that the paper prototypes were too abstract to 
judge the overall design aesthetics but they both agreed that each design alternative was a 
good start. This opinion is in no way useful to me but it tells me that maybe such 
questions should not be asked until much later in the design process. They did not like the 
flap labels Exercises, Patient instructions and Standard instructions in A1. This is an 
example of the interface failing to speak the user’s language (bad match between system 
and reality). 
 
The users disagreed on the separation of caregiver text and patient text. The management 
of the caregiver text and how it appears must be examined further. 
 
The users complained over the lack of an easily accessible function to switch the number 
of exercises per page in prototype A1. In A1 this was done initially in a start-up window 
and had to be changed using the top menu for the rest of the session. In B1 the option was 
always accessible through a dropdown list. The reason for this inconsistency was 
unfortunately not intentional from my side, it was a mere coincidence. When developing 
the subject during the interview it became obvious that I had misinterpreted the user’s 
functional requirements. I thought of the choice of layout as an initial task that the user 
only needed to complete once like in most design programs for example Photoshop when 
you decide the size and other document characteristics in the pop-up window where you 
create a new document. This terminology was not relevant for this application it turned 
out because the idea of the layouts A4/2, A4/4, A4/6 or A4/8 is not a concept already 
established in the user’s mind such as choosing which standard paper size you want to 
work with in Photoshop. This is an example of failing to recognize logical and cultural 
restraints. As for the layout choices, the users thought that six exercises per page should 
be the maximum. 
 
The users were diffuse in their answer to whether they preferred text labels or icons 
(perhaps this question was too vague) but after we talked about it they responded that 
they preferred text labels before incomprehensible icons but good icons before text. 
 
The users reacted over the fact that I had mixed exercises from different categories. The 
design of the interface prototypes had been stressful and the focus had been on the 
interface itself. The content that was put into the interface (the exercises) were not given 
much attention and I simply added images and text to fill the archive with data. This 
caused that there were sometimes duplicates of exercises somewhere and sometimes an 
exercise had been given the wrong instruction text because I had only duplicated layers in 
Photoshop. This failure to understand the user has to be eliminated to the next test period. 
 

• Operating the archive 
The users thought that the exercise categories were good but could use improvement. 
They both thought that the method for choosing exercise category in B1 (dropdown list) 
was more effective than the method in A1 (clicking areas of an image) but they liked the 
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aesthetics of the method in A1 very much. This verifies the user likes and dislikes 
described in the user profile. The users natural way of adding an exercise was clicking on 
it and when nothing happened (the feedback of this action was only implemented in B1) 
they tested double-clicking. Neither used the drag and drop function. They considered the 
double-click method for adding exercises to be logic and easy to remember. 

 
The users accepted the way the archive was designed in A1 but were skeptic to the 
scaling approach of B1. Partially this has to do with the fact that it diverges from their 
natural workflow and partially because effects such as the hover effect were badly 
represented in this type of simulation. If the scaling approach survives the next iteration 
then it should be visualized in a better way for the tests. The users were also skeptic to the 
fact that the larger view of the active archive exercise was displayed in the archive area. 
They felt that an exercise that had been clicked or was being viewed should be considered 
as a potential part of the rehab program and thus should not be in the archive view. 
 
In A1 a text appeared showing how many exercises had been added to the rehab program, 
this kind of text did not appear in B1. One of the users noticed this and commented that it 
was a bad thing. 

 
• Managing the rehabilitation program  

Both users felt that the text was too small to edit without zooming and this was especially 
the case with B1. This user discontent may have roots in the fact that by forcing the user 
to zoom before editing we add several extra tasks and in her strive to avoid completing 
unnecessary steps the user ignores the option to zoom and tries to edit the text right away. 
The zoom seems to present an obstacle in the users’ natural workflow so I may need to 
explore reasonable solutions for avoiding a zoom function altogether.  

 
• Using manipulators such as buttons and dropdown lists 

Choose language 
The users successfully selected the right language at start-up but failed to locate the 
function for changing that choice once inside the application. Although the scenario step 
was foolish since no one starts using a software in Swedish then suddenly decides to 
switch to English, it illustrates a good point namely that the function is too hidden (it was 
located in the top Edit menu). One of the user expressed the loss of a button of some kind 
taking you “back to the start window” like the common “Home-link” on a webpage. 
Clearly this shows failure at creating safety (Usability goals, Section 3.3.1.1) and 
supporting user control and freedom (Nielsen’s heuristics, Section 3.3.2.1). 

 
 Move 

They were very discontent with the system for changing places/moving the exercises in 
B1. I agree; it is a horrible system that is not justifiable using any design heuristics or 
principle. They thought the corresponding method in A1 was okay or good but definitely 
better. They were not in total agreement as to the usage extent of the function but 
concluded that it would probably be used less frequently. 
 
Zoom 
The users felt that the zoom function in B1 was incomprehensible to great or medium 
extent, for example, the big T-button for editing text is too closely grouped with the zoom 
function and cause confusion. Is the 100% stated in the zoom-window related to the size 
of the text? This is a clear design error from my side which is derived from lazy 
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designing and stress to complete the prototype. There was no evident thought behind that 
design and the user noted this right away. 
 
Edit text 
Both users recognized the T-symbol for editing text in A1 but and stated that it was 
reasonable to first click the icon and then click the text to change it yet the observation 
showed that they wanted to click directly on the text to edit it. Besides the fact that it 
makes more sense to allow the user to click directly on the text (removing an unnecessary 
task) I don’t know if the prototype was too abstract for the user to think of the icon with 
the T. Perhaps the button simply needs to look more like a button for the user to find it. 
 
Approve change 
The users both stated that they thought it was logical that one must click a button to 
approve the change of the instructions text after they were finished but the observation 
and the think-aloud protocol disagree with this answer. Perhaps the questions were badly 
formulated producing untruthful answers from the users because they did not want to feel 
dumb by calling something illogical but none the less it proves that the combination of 
observation and think-aloud is successful in finding the real truth.  

 
• The rehabilitation program 

The users felt that it was enough with 2, 4 or 6 exercises for each page and they applied 
valuable input when discarding the choice of horizontal content-orientation by addressing 
the fact that horizontally oriented documents would not fit in the physical folders usually 
used to store the rehabilitation programs. Another addressed problem with the horizontal 
orientation was that it made the layout choices A4/2, A4/4 and A4/6 less evident. 
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APPENDIX V – PROTOTYPE A4 
 

 
Frame 2 active 
 
This is how the interface looks like when the user is operating within the Archive (Frame 2). 
When she adds exercises the effect is seen in the miniature views so she can continue working in 
the archive while keeping track of the other views. In the two smaller views we always see the 
information determined to be the most vital. 
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Frame 1 active 
 
This is how the interface looks when the user is managing the rehab program (Frame 1 is 
maximized). Now the user can see a large-scale view of the rehab program but she can still feel 
that the two other views have not disappeared. 
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Frame 3 active 
 
This is the interface appearance when the user is looking at the caregiver’s document (Frame 3 is 
active). The blue text indicates that it is the caregiver’s instructions. The caregiver’s document is 
not editable which is illustrated by shading of the edit tools displayed in the “toolbar’s” center. 
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APPENDIX VI – PROTOTYPE B3 
 

 
Previewing 
 
The user has clicked on a small exercise in the archive and thus made it statically appear in the 
editing box in the top left. By clicking on anywhere in the text area she will be able to edit the 
text. Below the edit box we see the caregiver text box that is yellow. In the bottom of the left area 
is a miniature view of the final rehab program. 
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Hidden caregiver instructions 
 
This figure shows a screen when the user has just hidden the caregiver instructions by clicking on 
the icon with blue outline. As a result the miniature view is expanded on the height allowing us to 
see more of the rehab program. 
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Demonstration of added interactivity  
 
As illustrated there was more effort put into simulating the interaction with B3 than with B1. Here 
we see the File dropdown menu and also an alert pop-up asking us if we really want to switch 
places of the two exercises. 
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APPENDIX VII – RESULTS OF 
ITERATION 2 

 
 
1 What the user wants 
 

• The frame system. 
• Sufficient information shown in each frame: 

- Frame 1: Selected layout, the use of header and/or footer, page number for the  
current page, a notification of how many exercises she has added, a  
preview of the final rehab program, an overview of what tools she can use or not. 

- Frame 2: When it’s active: Which exercise category is being browsed, the exercises of 
that category. When not active: No information. 

- Frame 3: A preview of the caregiver’s document. 
• Comprehensible icons that show the most common functions: 

- New rehab program 
- Open an old rehab program 
- Save both rehab program and caregiver’s document 
- Print 
- Undo action 
- Mirror image 
- Switch places 
- Remove exercise 
- Show / Hide caregiver instructions 
- Show / Hide header 
- Show / Hide footer 

• Comprehensible and affordable controls that allow her to: 
- Choose an exercise category. 
- Scroll to see all the exercises. 
- Expand and contract the frames. 
- Alter which page of the rehab program to display. 
- Scroll to see all the pages of the rehab program. 
- Scroll to see all the pages of the caregiver’s document. 
- Edit the patient’s instruction text or the text in the header or footer. 

• Discrete yet conspicuous visual feedback when she: 
- Marks an exercise, text or image to perform some kind of manipulation on it. 
- Moves the mouse over something that can be clicked. 
- Clicks something that can be clicked. 

• A clear set of rules for how to interact with the interface, i.e., either drag and drop is 
supported for all similar actions or it’s not available at all, either you can right-click on 
everything or right-clicking produces no effects anywhere. 

• The page division of B3 (the rehab program divided into areas both horizontally and 
vertically). 

• Some way to view the whole rehab program or caregiver document without having to 
zoom and without it being simply the Print Preview. 

• A dropdown list for selecting exercise category, located at the archive top center.  
• The same order of exercise categories each time she starts a new document. 
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• The same display order of the exercises in the archive all the time. 
• The exercises in the archive to look the same as the exercises look in the rehab program 

(text centered below the image). 
• All exercise text, whether it’s caregiver or patient instructions, to be sans-serif and black. 
• Three layout choices for the rehab program: 2 exercises per page, 4 exercises per page or 

6 exercises per page. 
• Language that is written in her own words, i.e., no confusing language such as A4/2. 
• The choice of printing both rehab program and caregiver document or just one of them. 
• All functions to be available also at logical places in the top menu, i.e., File, Edit, View, 

etc. 
• Accelerators like Ctrl+Z for the most frequently used commands. 
• Warning messages intervention when performing a critical action and not for actions that 

can be undone. 
• An empty archive on start-up to illustrate that this is a new work session. 
• Preferably no wizard or start-up window. If it is needed it shall only be for setting the 

language of the program and have a checkbox saying “Don’t show this again”. 
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APPENDIX VIII – SCREENSHOTS OF 
THE FINAL INTERFACE 
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